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SUMMARY 

Project title: Demonstrat:on Plant for Scientific Glassware 

Project number: DP/VIE/80/030 

Exccutin& Acency 
UNI DO 
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Asency 
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Evaluation Team 

Government Buc!cet (VI'' Don&) 

27,177,400 

Mr. Song Lcnh J-eang. Senior Technical Advisor, UNDP 

Operation Started 

May 1988 

Ms. Nguyen. Thi Thonh Binh. Technical Expert. Ministry of Heavy Industries 
Mr. Hans H. Heep. Senior Evaluation Officer, UNIDO 

Evaluation Dates 

13 - 28 November 1993 

I. Objectives 

The immediate objective was stated to be the development and demonstration of local 
production capability of pyrcx (bard borosilicate) quality scientific glassware. The project was to 
increase the quality and durability of currently produced scientific glasswar~; introduce new types 
and designs; increase service life through repair facilities and establish ~easibility of expanding 
the production of such glassware. 

II. Purpose of the Evaluation Mission 

Beyond assessing the achievements o! the project against its objectives and expected 
outputs the emphasis of this evaluation was to assess the factors that have impeded the fulfillmenr 
of those objectives. bsues which were to be reviewed include the suitability of the technologies 
selected, adequacy of pilot plant design, performance of all parties concerned, reasons for delays 
and cost increases, prospects for financial and technical self-sufficiency and recommendations on 
bow to proceed to bring the project to a succesdul conclusion, if possible. Sec terms of rcfer-:nce 
(Aancx 1) and List of Persons met (Annex 2). 

Ill. Summary of fjndin&s and Cogc!usjops of the Evaluatism Mission 

After an extremely long pr"ject planning phase lasting just over five years the project was 
signed on 18 March 1988. The basic project design was set during 1983 as a result of two 
preparatory assistance missions. Delays in getting the project approved mostly revolved around 
the choice of appropriate technology for the project. Differing expectations of what the project 
was to achieve needed to be resolved. Should the project focus on new product development or 
on actually producing bard borosilicate glass. The technical requirements for each focus arc 
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obviously differtnt. The approach finally chosen was an amalgamation of both approaches without 
fully considtring resource implications. The continuing lad. of adtquate financial resources 
severely constrains the likelihood of success in fully achieving eilhcr or these objectives. 

Moreover, the sophis1ica1ed technology which had to be ullimalely chosen to be able to 
produce would class hard boros:Iicale glass proved to be more expensive lhan estimaled and much 
more difficult to tr;insfer to (Hanoi Scientific Glassworks) HSGW than planned. In hindsight 
when troubles became apparent during 1990 an evalualion should have been carried out to provide 
analysis for either stopping the project or lo recommend that lhe demonslration facility be 
developed on a build, operate and train sub·contract basis. 

The project budget had to be increased by 37%. Underestimations were made in all budget 
components. However, the non·expendable equipment component was responsible for 80% of the 
37% increase. Expenditures, howevu, were well managec! and controlled and greal deal of time 
on the parl of all concerced was spenl to find the least expensive inputs as possible. Budget 
constraints affected project implementation timeliness from the beginqing and lhc quality of many 
piec'!s of equipmcnl supplied. 

Further problems were experienced by HSGW inability to meet their counterpart 
obligations in a timely and adequate fashion. Most of the problems encountered were beyond lheir 
control. They experienced working capital problems, and problems of absorptive capacily were 
apparent throughout the project's implementation phase. Expert advice and assistance was planned 
on a split mission basis. Too much of their time bad to be spent trouble shooting to get the 
facilities ready for commissioning al the expense of having time to develop production 
management systems and to train staff. 

Short missions also forced the experts to leave behind long lists of things that HSGW were 
supposed to do which were unrealistic. Problems with this approach pusisl to date. The feasibilily 
of the project is now in qucslion in view of new Governmenl markel orienled policies and the 
down·scaled production facili1y provided under the project. The extent to which low cosl labour 
can counlerbalance high per unil consumable and energy costs remains lo be seen. 
Recommendations to help resolve this problem arc made in this reporl. 

As it now stands, wi1b the exception of the secondary forming section, none of the staled 
objec1ives of lhe project have been achieved because the facilifr~s have yet lo be completed. If 
support to HSGW were be wi1hdrawn now, they would nol be in a position to realize planned 
capacities nor would sustainability be assured. 

IV. Recommepdztiops 

The project may be continued in either of the 1hree following scenarios: 

(i) complcle only the insrallation of rhe furoar.e 

(ii) up to lhe completion of the installa1ion of the whole production plant, or 

(iii) until production facilities arc completed, and 'he transfer of production skills and 
managemenl capacities are achieved. 

The reporl derails prcrequisi•cs for continua1ion which includes the need to ensure 
adequate working capital for HSGW and greater managerial autonomy for HSGW. 

The current cc.nfusion with respect lo who is responsible for wbal acrion needs lo he 
resolved immedialely. Initially UNIDO should moderate between H~GW and 1he major supplier, 
AFT Ltd. Subsequenlly the National Projecl Direclor (NPD) should take ownership of the projr.cl 
and manage it to its successful conciu,;ion. 
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How to complete the production plant under the thr.:e scenarios listed above are set out 
in the Recommendatioas Chapter of this report, cost estimates are aiY- provided. (See paragraph 
94 for a special recommendation concerning project supplied gas generators.) 

V. Lessons Learned 

Preparatory assistance to identify and design projects do not guarantee good project 
design. Experts hired to carry out such assignments need to be fully briefed and guided 
throughout their assignment. Moreover, preparatory assistance should not be used to 
justify a pre-ci.•nceived project ideas but should question the relevance, cost-eff'!ctivene~ 
and sustainability of the idea before proceeding with the design of a project. 

Very detailed consideration during the design and im!Jlementation phases has to be giv~n 
to the existing capacities and capabilities of staff in terms of their ability to absorb new 
technologies, especially if the technology chosen is highly sophisticated and which in 
effect represents a jump from first to a third generation technology. 

Technology transfer requires more than supplying machines and teaching staff how to 
operate them. Management quality, safety and business practices have to be up-graded as 
well. 

If there is a requirement to transfer a sophisticated production technology requiring a 
multitude of coordinated tasks and inputs from various sources under difficult conditions, 
a comprehensive supply, build and train sub-contract should be given to implement the 
project. Although ex!>Cnsive at first sight, in the long run it should prove to be more cost
effective. 

The projects critical assumptions and external factors changed during its design and 
implementation. Although everyone was aware of these changes not enough consideration 
was given to the possibility of reassessing the project when the changes occurred. An 
early deci~ion to carry out an in-depth evaluation is desirable under these conditions. 
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L PROJECT CONCEPT AND DESIGN 

A. Socio·ecoaomic and lastitutional Contest of the Projrct 

General context 

I. Vietnam's recorded gross domestic product (GDP) was estimated to be USS 9.1 billion1• 

Annual average growth rate of GDP during 1986· 1990 was 3.9o/c. In 1992, the GDP increased by 
over 8%, and this growth rate is expected to be maintained for the r~st of the decade. The 
e~timated GDP composition in 1992 was agriculture 34.5%; industry .:!2.6%; services 42_cy.c_ The 
adjusted GNP per capita is 220 US dollars (1992 estimate}, one of the lowest in the world. Duriag 
1992, the inflation rate was 17.5%. The exchange rate at the end of 1992 was 10,700 Dongs per 
US dollar. 

2. The transformation from a bureaucratic centralized economy to a market oriented 
economy managed by the State, called ·Doi Moi·, began in an ad hoc manner during the late 1970s 
and the early 1980s. h was formally launched as a programme in 1986, intensified in 1988, with 
sweeping reforms, and is now in full swing. Vietnam now has multi-sectora~ economy where the 
state and the private sectors operate and compete oo a more or less equal footing. 

Vielnam 's ·Doi Moi· Reform 

3. Vietnam is reforming its administrative structure, economic managem~nt systems and 
social programmes. These reforms include opening-up of opportunities for private sector 
development; increased autonomy for state enterprises and requirements thal they operale on a 
non-subsidized basis and in a competitive environment; decontrol of prices, allowing market 
supply and demand forces to work; trade liberalization and reorientation to export led growth; and 
encouragement of foreign investmenl. 

4. These reforms will ?lace great demands on the people of Vietnam. However, the 
macroeconomic situation is seen to have greatly improved, and a positive investment climate has 
emerged. Instability is still a danger during this traosi1ion period. Srate enterprises will no longer 
be the main revenue base, since their protected environment bas been stripped away to allow 
greater domestic and international competition. 

Vietnam's Competitive Advantaees 

5. Vietnam is endowed with several comparative advanrages. Foremosl is Vietnam's large, 
hard working and literate labour force. Vietnam's labour force is therefore a potential competitive 
force, if it can be coupled with effective management, sound policy and technology. Large 
numbers of educated unemployed and underemployed, and a low wage structure are auracting a 
growing volume of investment in light industry. 

6. To .1bsorb the approximately 32 million labour force, as in the case of other developing 
countries, Vietnam wants to pursue employment creation opportunities in the processing and 
service- rclat~d industry. Vietnam is well situated to do so. Jo addition to its competitive labour 
force, Vietnam is located in the most dynamic economic region in the world. 

7. Vietnam's stralegy for socio-economic stabili7.ation and development focuses on the 
following eight key components: 

• Investing in people: 
(a) lnvesling in education and training; 
(b) Promoting bcahh, nutrition and ramily planning; 

1 S1a1111ic:s taken rrom General Slatislic:s Orric:e. published in documenc 'Vietnam: A dev~lopmenl perspercive'. ffano1. 
Sepcember 1993. 
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(c) Human settlements and hou~ing; 
(d) Labour force adjustment and employment assistance. 

• Sustainable development and environmental protection: 
(a} Commitment to the principles of Agenda :Zl; 
(b) Reduce the negative environment of careless exploitation of forests; 
(c) Minimizing damage to marine ecology caused by offshore oil and gas 

exploitation. 
• Strengthening investment. savings and efficient resources allocation: 

(a) Macro-economic stability; 
(b) Continuation of market oriented reform; 
(c) Promotion of foreign direct investment; 
(d) Restructuring of public administration; 
(e) Rationalization of state enterprises; 
(f) Strengthening of the legal system, especially concerning property sights, 

taxation and financial reforms. 
• An outward oriented trade policy: 

(a) Reduce export and import restrictions; 
(b) Improve tariff system and exchange rate; 
(c) Strengthen trade relations with neigh!iuurs; 
(d) Seek membership in GATT. 

• Build on comparative advantages and sectoral strengths: 
(a) Strengthen agricultural sector in conjunction with integrated rJral 

development; 
(b) Transfer land to farmers; 
(c) Improved access to credit facilities; 
(d) Apply achievements of science and technology to agricultural production; 
(e) Improve rural infrastructure; 
(f) Promote investment in food processing; 
(g) Better use of pesticides and herbicides; 
(h) Extensive reforestation; 
(i) Better provision of energy sources to light industry; 
(j) Improved product quality through improved technologies; 
(k) Improve quality of tourist services; 
(I) Develop reserves of natural raw materials to improve processing 

capabilities and attract foreign investment. 
• Target future public sector investment to where maximum development effects 

can be attained: 
(a) Develop efficient transportation, communication, infrastructure; 
(b) Improve supply of electricity and other forms of power for expanding 

production activities; 
(c) Balance development amongst the regions in the country. 

+ Strengthening science and technology: 
(a) Modernize economy; 
(b) lntensif y research in applied sciences and application of appropriate 

tcchnoiogies moi,t importantly in agricultural sector and natural resource 
industries. 

• Maintain flexibility in implementation of development strategy: 
(a) H required adjust strategy based on lessons learned. 

8. While a great deal has been accomplished largely with Vietnam's own resources, the 
Government has stated that these achievements can only be s~stained if supported by additional 
resources Towards this end, the normalization or relatic,ns with the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF), the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) has made it possible for new 
opportunities for increased external assistance and foreign investment to be reali7.ed. Foreign 
direct investment is seen as an important element bringing wirh it new trading opportunities, the 
latest technology and up-to-date management expertise. While actual investments have so far 
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be~n n'odcsr {USS 1.5 billion 1988-1992), compared to some Asian countries, commitments arc 
growing at an impressive rate.. 

9. To realize this programme, which envisages to double Vietnam's GDP by the year 2000, 
an increase of investment as a percentage of GDP is planned to be raised from its current level 
of 12 per cent to about 2~ per cent of GDP by the year 2000. 

Souru of in'·~stm~nt 
State budget 
Private sector and state enterprises 
Official development assistance (ODA) 
Foreign direct inv.estmcnt 

USS 
9 billion 
11 billion 
7-8 billion 
12-15 billion 

10. Overall, UNDP has played a leading role in the provision of development assistance, 
particularly during the time when technical advice and other resources from the convertible 
currency arc:i were very limited. UNDP financed and UNIDO implemented projects have played 
a major role in developing Vietnam's industrial sector. Vietnam anticipates that the IMF, World 
Bank and the Asian Development Bank will play an increasing development role in Vietnam. 
They arc already seen to be playing an important role in providing advice on the iMplcmrntation 
of social, economic and management reforms. 

Position of Glassware Industry in the National Economy 

11. Basic consumption goods and materials manufacturing is an industrial category that has 
been given priority in the Vietnamese Government's development strategy, porcelain and 
glass/glassware industry is one af 15 major industries belonging to this group. 

12. The raw materials for glass such as silica sand; feldspar; dolomite are abundant in Vietnam. 
All other batch materials except alumina hydrate and cerium concentrate could be sourced in 
Vietnam. 

13. The main glass/glassware factories arc operated by central state enterprises: 

(1) Khanh Hoi glassware factory in HCMC, producing bottles for beverages with a 
design capacity of 25,000 tons per annum. 

(2) Dap Cau sheet glass factory, producing sheet-glass for windows with a design 
capacity of 2 million sq.m. per annum. 

(3) Hai Phong glass factory, producing home-use glassware and vials for injections 
with a design capacity of 8,000 tons per annum. 

(4) Hai Hung medical glassware factory, producing glass tubes for medical equipment 
and hospital use. 

14. In addition there arc several small glassware factories operated t-y municipal people's 
committees, among which is the Hanoi Scientific Glass Works, which is being assisted by the 
project. 

15. Current annual domestic production is about 32,000 tons of glass/glassware. To this 
production volume HSGW contributes about 130 tons. 

16. Scientific or laboratory glassware constitute an indispe11sable input to the sectors of 
education, medicine and health care, scientific research and industrial research, development and 
control. The effective functioning of these sectors is considered to be of vital importance to the 
rehabilitation and further development of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. The present serious 
deficit in availability of these materials which range from simple test tubes and flasks to the most 
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sophisticated scientific glassware represents serious obstacles to the smooth functioning of the 
sectors referred to above. For these reasons. the local manufacture of scientific glas.o;ware is 
regarded as an activity of national importance. 

Present Situation of Hanoi Scientific Glassworks 

17. The scientific glassware manufactured in HSGW with the coefficient of thermal expansion 
of 54.10-7 /°C leave much to be desired. in spite of HSGW's proprietary in producing this quality 
glassware throughout the country. 

18. At present. the production facilities of Hanoi Scientific Glasswork may hardly be said to 
have the reached an industrial standard and level of production. HSGW has two production sites. 
The old site was established during 1947 which has a melting section there arc five one-pot 
furnaces with capacity of 200kg per pot-batch. Most of the forming section uses band-blowing 
and manual forming technology. 

19. The second site was built to house the demonstration production facility supplied by this 
project. The factory has yet to start production. The facility will be described in detail later in 
the report. 

20. The factory's personnel comprises 160 people including the administrating staff of 20% 
and direct labour. Twenty skilled glass forming workers (primary and secondary) are presently 
employed. 

21. HSGW's annual contribution to GNP and to the national budget is approximately VND mil. 
400-500 and VND mil. 100-120 (including different taxes. capital depreciation; social insurance 
etc.). Since 1989. the business operates on market supply and demand principles. HSGW has 
recently managed to supply hand blown glassware to Japan. 

B. Project Document 

22. The project titled ·oemonstration Plant for Scientific Glassware•; numbered VIE/80/030 
started during January 1983 with a planned duration of three years. 

Project Objectives 

23. The development objective of the project is to meet the domestic demand for scientific 
glassware in terms of quality, quantity, range of articles; price and delivery time. The problem to 
be addressed under this objective w&s described to be the poor capability of the domestic 
scientific glassware industry in terms of quantity as well as quality. 

24. The immediate objective was stated to be the development and demonstration of local 
production capability or pyrex quality scientific glassware. The project was to: 

(J) Increase quality and durability of currently produced scientific glassware. 

(2) Introduce new types and designs made or scientific glass. 

(3) Increase service life or glassware through the establishment or a mobile capability 
for repair or damaged glassware as well as for assembly or complicated glass 
articles from standardized components. 

(4) Demonstration of scientific glass market potential and by analyzing the economic 
feasibility or expanding the production or such glassware. 
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Projecl Documenl - Analysis of the Dcsi&n and Aporaisal Process 

25. The projecl design process benefiued from two preparatory assistance m1ss1ons lo 
formulate the project. The first mission took place during July 1982. The objective of the: 
Preparatory Assistance was to plan UNDP/UNIDO assistance to help Vietnam to produce a 
·certain number of laboratory glass of slandard qualily, including lhermometers and densimelers. 
The development objective was stated to raise the level of training and scientific research in the 
country by placing at the disposal of laboratories glass apparatuses re1uired to carry oul research 
in suprort of the •techno-scientific revolution· in the country. 

26. Towards this end a project was to be designed which envisaged that a facility be 
established to: (a) repair technica! and scientific equipment; (b) develop sophisticated scientific 
instruments made from glass; and (c) produce scientific high quality glass products for chemical 
laboratories through a new production pilot plant. 

27. The problems the project was to address include the following: 
• the lack of enterprises with the capability to produce quality scientific glass 

products; 
• the number of technicians in this field were inadequate; 
• their level of skills were low; 
• the capacity to produce an adequate number of scientific glass products was loo 

low; 
• the scientific glass equipment produced was of low and highly varied quality; 
• existing production facilities are only able to meet a very small portion of the 

demand. 

28. It was further stated that importation of scientific glass was costly, took a long time and 
carried the risk of breakage. The solution to the above stated problems was a project to develop 
capacities to significantly meet the needs of the country and promote the development of new 
industries. Moreover it was felt that scientific glass products were indispensable for the teaching 
of science. 

29. A need to rapidly repair existing scientific glass products and instruments dose to the 
locality where they are being used was also considered necessary. 

30. The outputs of the preparatory assistance project included a preliminary market study and 
based on this study a project document which specified the expertise and equipment required to 
carry out project activity. A scientific glass expert was to be given three months to produce these 
outputs. UNDP during July 1982 reduced the time allowed to two months for reasons which are 
unknown. 

31. The market study was to assess the market potential for scientific glass, ex1st1ng 
production capacities and the kind and quantities of glass products being imported. The study was 
also to estimate the de1nand for scientific glass products and the feasibility of producing scientific 
glass apparatuses locally. The project to be formulated was to include a plan of action for the 
developmenl or the sector and include a proposal for the establishment or a pilot plant and for the 
training of personnel required. The project proposal was to be for a maximum duration of two 
years and a budget limit of approximately USS 500,000 was set. 

32. It should already be noted here that the Preparatory Assistance Document pre!iupposed the 
need for a pilot plant despite the fact the preparatory assistance was to first carry out a market 
cum opportunity study. 

33. The consultant who carried out the Preparatory Assistance proposed a project which a total 
budget or USS 975.000. UNDP requested UNIDO to prepare a final draft document within this 
amount using the newly introduced "short" format for project documents which was under 
experimentation at that time. The project proposal prepared by the preparatory mission included 
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an equipment component rotalling USS 400.llOO which required special justification under the 
criteria laid down in PPM Section 4600. 

34. The orir.inal draft prooosal prepared by UNIDO Headquarters based on the preliminary 
draft prepared during the Preparatory Assistance phase during 1983. was submitted on 14 May 
1984 after UNDP was able to inform UNIDO that the Government of Vietnam had confirmed that 
USS 975.000 could be allocated from the IPF. 

35. The draft document prepared by UNIDO had three immiediate objectives: 

(1) To cover .-,1ost of the demand for scientific glass, including the introduction of 
new types of scientific glass appar3tus, the introduction of hard borosilicate and 
the improved useability and durability of scientific glass products. 

(2) Establish the possibility of :-epairing scientific glass apparatus to reduce the need 
for replacements and were relevant iu.ports. 

(3) Tc. create awareness amongst glass producers of the need for quality scientific glass 
and to train a core group of glass producers on how to produce quality glass. 

36. The outputs needed to achieve the above objectives were: 

(1) A range of apparatus designed and produced on a pilot basis which are more 
sophisticated to what is presently be produced and where there is a large demand. 

(2) Designs and prototypes produced of hard borosilicate glass as required by local end 
users. 

(3) Quality specifications developed for scientific glass products already being 
produced. 

(4) The means to produce the above outlined products locally and producers trained 
in new techniques required to improve existing production. 

(5) The establishment of four repair centres. 

(6) Staff and workers trained to be aware of the needs of end-users and able to apply 
the technologies introduced by the project. 

37. The above project proposal was severely yet correctly criticized by UNDP because it 
lacked specificity. The input and output section was considered useless for project management 
and monitoring. UNIDO was requested to redraft the document using the old project document 
format in accordance with UNIDO project document formulation guidelines. The draft eventually 
prepared was appraised to be more clearly formulated. 

38. Yet the May, 1984 •short format' proposal listed external factors which correctly predicted 
potential problems which could affect project sustainability. External factors included: eventual 
problems in supply raw materials including project tubes; adequate source of energy; ability of 
government to supply counterpart contributions for the repair centres; the degree of staff turnover 
at the pilot centre and their willingness to cooperate in achieving project objectives. 

39. The original UNIDO proposal mainly called for didactic equipment for secondary glass 
working, a small batch furnace for USS 110,000 and pyrex tubes (12 tons for USS 75,000) for 
secondary forming. A continuous production furnace was not included. A pilot training centre was 
to service three production plants. On 31 July 1984 UNDP Hanoi criticized that the project did 
not contain essential elements such as a production furnace and semi-automatic glass forming 
machines. UNDP stated the Government of Vietnam was disappointed about this omission. UNflP 
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then requested UNIDO to incorporate these items. They also requested that a full lime Chief 
Technical Adviser be included. 

40. On October 12, 1984 UNDP's Technical Advisory Division (TAD/BPPE) also prepared an 
appraisal of UNIDO's proposal. The appraisal highlighted that the Preparatory Assistance Mission 
clearly proposed that a "Pilot Production Unit" 2 km from the existing Hanoi Glasswork Factory 
should be built. TAD also criticized the preparatory assistance report by saying that it excludes 
information and data on scientific glassware requirements and that the report does not explain 
how a production facility producing 4-8 times more than the existing facility can be considered 
a "pilot" facility. 

41. The appraisal criticized the poorly executed project document logical framework.TAD 
also supported UNDP Hauoi by commenting that the UNIDO proposal lacked two crucial items, 
a furnace and its auxiliary equipment and a semi-automatic glass forming machine. The exclusion 
of these items would make the whole pilot plant inoperable. In conclusion the document was 
considered technically so poor that a proper appraisal was considered to be impossible. 

42. In response UNIDO notified UNDP that a 'pilot production facility' would cost more 
money. On 16 March 1985 UNDP informed UNIDO that the project budget could be increased 
to USS 1,350,000 which would be the final allocation. This increased amount was to cover a fula 
time Chief Technical Adviser and a furnace and annealing Lehr machine as well as inputs already 
included in previous project proposals. The initial proposal to establish three repair workshops was 
dropped by Government. 

43. UNDP Hanoi also requested UNIDO to list the project end-users and end-products as 
contained in the Preparatory Assistance report. UNDP also specified that lhe pilot plant should 
be able to produce 2,000 lo 3,000 tons per year. 

44. At this juncture it appears that the nature of the project had been changed from a small 
pilol training demonstration project to a small scientific glass producrion facility projccl. 

45. On 3 May 1985 UNIDO in an internal memoranda expressed concern that the furnace and 
Lehr annealing machine required for this project are of a larger capacity than what one would 
normally recommend for a simple pilot and demonstration unit, aLd wondered about UNDP's 
ability to approve the project with such a large proportion of equipment. 

46. On 15 July 1985 UNDP Hanoi, submitted the latest draft project document prepared by 
UNIDO to UNDP's Regional Bureau. They explained that the long delay in producing the draft 
is because two Preparatory Assistance Missions did not succeed in producing an acceptable prnjccl 
document, and that the project allocation originally foreseen by the Government was insufficient 
and had to be increased several times with delays in gelling approvals at each stage. 

47. UNDP praises the July 1985 version of the project. The objectives were judged to be 
precise and the outputs were considered to be properly quantified and qualified, and clearly 
related to activities and inputs. The project also had more information about end-users and the 
current situation of the scientific glass industry in its background and justification !iection. 

48. From reading the UNDP's appraisal letter, it wall made: clear that the project should set 
up a pilot production facilily which should meet the 2,000 to 3,000 tons 1986/87 per year demand 
estimate of Government, even if the plant to be built would be five times the current production 
capacity of the Hanoi Glass Works Company (HSGW). 

49. Yet UNDP adds in the letter that the purpose of the project was lo introduce new 
technology and designs for the manufacture of scientific glassware in Vietnam. The new plant wall 
to demonstrate the new technologies and train staff ir applying them. The inconsistency is 
apparent in that the plant will def acto be more than a pilot plant given the size of production 
expected, es,,ecially when the planned facility is compared to the existing production capacities. 
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50. In response to UNDP's questions about the high proportion of equipment in the project, 
UNIDO on 10 March 1986 stated that there is no justificatiC'D for the large size of the furnace and 
the lehr annealing machine, which together would produce five times the present domestic 
manufacture in Vietnam, to develop new product types and shapes using new technologies. A 
smaller furnace would be sufficient along with an equally appropriate Lehr machine (chamber 
type). The cost for such equipment was expected not to succeed USS 100,000. 

51. UNIDO added, if Government wished to install production type equipment UNDP would 
have to accept a much larger investment so that the unit cost of output becomes more economical. 
UNIDO also proposed that if funds are short that the Government may wish to consider financing 
the equipment. 

52. During a mission to Vietnam a UNIDO senior staff member (15-25 April 1986) was 
informed by Government that they were erecting a new plant to house modern production 
facilities and that these facilities would house as well the project supplied pilot pfant and training 
unit based on UNIDO recommendations. Government intended to gradually increase production 
from 100 t/y to 500 t/y in three years (1990) and to 1,400 t/y in another five years (1995). The 
pilot line was to produce in a balanced fashion 100 t/y .:>f borax glass but should also be capable 
of producing pyrex and other types of glass2• A chemical quality control laboratory and thin wall 
glass tubing production machines were also required. 

53. In response to the above information UNIDO seeking expert advise from several sources 
concluded (in a Note for the File dated Hi.9.86) that a production facility is only viable at an 
annual production capacity of 1,500 - 2,000 tons. Machines producing glass tubes have a minimum 
production capacity of approx. 1,000 tons/year. Therefore a 100 tons/year unit must be based on 
imported tubes combined with a small furnace to enable semi-automatic or manual shaping. The 
minimum capacity for a small furnace was considered to be 5 tons/day. Smaller capacities would 
require a pot melter. 

54. It was again felt that the project should concentrate on training of local staff and Oi' the 
development of scientific glass based on domestically available raw materials. The 100 t/y unit 
should be based on imported tubing. 

55. At the same time the project should also take preparatory steps toward a full scale tube 
factory before deciding to expand facilities. A market and feasibility study would be required 
which should consider an eventual joint venture arrangement. 

56. Meanwhile the Vietnamese Government was applying pressure to get the existing project 
document approved (cable UNDP to UNIDO dated 25.8.86). The major problem on the UNIDO 
side was the difficulty they were having to find a supplier able to provide the scaled-down 
production equipment and provide an estimate of how much such a facility would cost. 

57. UNIDO notified UNDP Hanoi on 27 August 1986 that delays are being caused by 
difficulties in obtaining responses from equipment/engineer companies to supply a 100 t/y 
borosilicate glass production facility. UNIDO was finding it extremely difficult to put together 
a workable technological package. 

58. UNIDO, in response to pressure from Government, offered to finalize a tentative revised 
version of the project document using the, at that time, imposed limit of USS 343,000 for 
non-expendable equ!pment. UNIDO said that if in the meantime clarification from suppliers is 
received which requires a substantial increase of budget, UNIDO would inform UNDP. The 
Backstopping Officer was sent to Vietnam to reformulate the project document during the third 
quarter of 1986. 

2 Thia Wll lacer round to be infeasible. 
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59. The project document finally prepared represented an ·amalgamation· of the points of 
view of all parties concerned. The proposal included a pvrex only melting f urna~e for the first 
time. The question was whether such a furnace could be supplied for USS 300,000 budgeted in 
the draft document. Copies of the draft document were sent to UNDP Hanoi and to UNDP, New 
York for appraisal. 

60. Appraisal comments were received from the Technical Advisory Division (TAD) of 
UNIDO during October, 1986. UNDP Hanoi agreed with the appraisal and asked UNIDO to 
reflect T AD's appraisal comments in the final version of the project document. 

61. UNDP, New York supported the approval of the project and considered it a ·suitable basis 
for furrher negotiations·. The approval recommendation is based on the proviso that UNIDO 
provides UNDP with a more realistic cost estimate based on yet to be received replies from 
suppliers. UNDP and UNIDO at this juncture, both expressed concern that a firm technological 
foundation had not been found to support the expressed project approach. UNDP, New York on 
the other hand said that UNIDO has made a significant effort to find a solution and said that they 
were monitor!ng their cf forts closely. 

62. It was subsequently found that for small furnaces lo produce pyrex quality glass an all 
electric furnace is required, that the technical solution based on 100 t/y was impossible, and that 
the project would, therefore, require a large increase in the equipment component. The 
Government also preferred a 100 per cent electrical furnace. UNDP New York and Government 
wanted justification for the proposed equipment before formally approving the revised projecl 
budget, which now totalled USS 1.74 million. 

63. A Country Programme (III) Review Mission discussion on 19 February 1987 a0 :eed that 
UNIDO should prepare a comparative statement and analysis of the equipment offers received 
analyzing the capacity and the advantages of various offers. Based on this analysis the project 
document should be revised once again. 

64. On 8 May 1987 UNIDO sent a revised version of the project which included USS 900,000 
for a furnace. On 20 October 1987 UNDP based on information received from UNIDO and after 
having obtained concurrence from the Governmenl submits a project document for the pilot plant 
which will require a USS 600,000 increase in the budget. 

65. An appraisal report dated 20 October 1987 prepared by the UNDP Hanoi Office was 
attached to the project document. The appraisal highlights the following: 

Budget 
Total UNDP Project 
Total Government Input 
Duration 

Breakdown of UNDP budget 
Personnel 
Training 
Equipment 
Miscellaneous 

USS 1,874,548 
Dongs 27,177,400 
3 years 

USS 458,133 
USS 77,000 
USS 1,330,000 
USS 9,415 

66. The report stated that the choice of technology to be used was a major factor for the delay 
of over five years to approve the project. The large increases in budget was mainly due to the 
decision to go for a continuous furnace which was deemed to have substantial advantages over 
simple and less expensive technologies. Detailed justifications for this had been requested from 
UNIDO. The technology chosen for this project will be analyzed in a subsequent section of this 
report. 
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67. The UNDP appraisal provided a useful summary of th.: problems to be solved by the 
project. The production of scientific glassware was suffering from underutilized capacity, energy 
and material shortages. shortage of foreign exchange, old and poorly maintained capital stock. and 
low productivity. By addressing these problems the project was to increase the auilability of 
scientific glas..c; to the hundreds of educational, health, scientific and production institutions which 
have laboratories, quality control and related activities requiring precise and durable scientific 
glassware. Justification was further provided by a report describing the urgent need for glass in 
the pharmaceutical industry and by the fact that many UNDP projects had to import initial stocks 
of scientific glassware. The proposed solution to be provided by the project was to help overcome 
some of the operational constraints by upgrading the technology of glass making and widening the 
range of domestically produced products while increasing their quality. The focus on the solution 
was stated to revolve around the pilot plant which will increase the production ca;tacities. 

68. The shift to a production facility is now fully evident in this appraisal note. The 
production plant bas now overshadowed the demonstration aspects, pre-production pilot activities 
and most importantly the training focus of the original proposal. 

69. Only one major question was raised !ll!£i1 an important one. The absorptive capacity of 
the counterpart factory was questioned. Would they be able to increase capacity to increase 
production from 120 t/pa to 500 t/pa from 1987 to 1990 during the project's lifetime and to 1,400 
tons/pa by 1995. 

70. To address the issue of further investment requirements the project included allocations 
for a feasibility study to promote investment interest for further production capacity. 

71. The end-users of the high quality pyrex glass to be produced included: 

Schools 
Universities 
Engineering and technical 
Research institutions 
Hospitals 
Pharmaceutical industries. 

72. The Government counterpart commitment was considered to have been amply 
demonstrated by having already completed the construction of the buildings for the production 
facility during the long preparation phase. It was reported that only detailed work on layouts and 
infrastructure requirements still needed to be clarified. 

73. Finally, on ~larch 14, 1988 the full project was signed, five years and five months after 
the start of the Preparatory Assistance phase of the project. 

Analysis of Orieina! Project Document 

74. The logic of the project al the Development Obj..;ctive and Project Objective level was 
correctly formulated namely that if the immediate objectives to increase the quality/quantity 
durability and variety of scientific glassware is achieved the projecl will have help solve the wide 
discrepancy between demand and supply due to low production of high quality glass, which would 
in turn help solve the problem of a lack or shortage of scientific glass instruments in the country. 
The alternative of simply importing thelie requirements was, however, not fully discussed. 

15. The project third objeclive to increase the service life of glassware through repair was 
later dropped due to financial constraints. The fourth objective to demonstrate the potential and 
pwvide an analyliis of the economic feasibility for the expansion of the production of scientific 
glassware was an understatement in that the project was intending to more than demonstrate an 
already proven technology in that a down-scaled production facility was planned even if it was 
to be only small one by international standards. 
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76. The objectives lack project success criteria and critical assumptions and arc as ,·ague as 
they were five years before. The Background and Justification Section provides- a good list of 
reasons why the beneficiary institution Hanoi Glass Works was producing inferior glass products. 
They are: 

i) Inaccurate raw material preparation and mixing as well as lack of proper 
temperature control in the furnace; 

ii) Variations in tube dimensions due to band drawing techniques; 

iii) Lack of high temperature burners in the hand forming glass blowing department; 

iv) Otherwise imprecise working routines and lack of quality consciousness among the 
staff; 

~> Ineffective annealing resulting ia high susceptibility to breakage; 

vi) Insufficient or non-effective quality control procedure:i. 

77. The answer ·o these problems were stated to be the introduction of new tecbo.ilogies io 
·au parts of the production process·. Whereas the causes for the lack of quality not related to 
technological hardware were not properly discussed nor are they being addressed by the project 
now. This demonstrates that the project overall is a technology/engineering driven project. Where 
any eventual increase in quality is expected to origiaate more from the operation of advanced 
equipment. Specific programmes and training to create awareness and knowledge of the 
importance of quality and how even under difficult or primitive conditions this can be achieved 
were not included in the project. 

78. Moreover, to successfully ru11 a commercially viable scientific business requires more than 
the introduction of modern technology. It requires staff with marketing, finandal management, 
human resource management, cost-control, sales and distribution, purchasing, product design, 
quality management etc. skills. These aspects were not covered by the project. 
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II. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

A. DeliYft'J or 1a,.ts 

UNDP/UNIDO Inputs 

The breakdown of the original budget and the la~est approved budget is provided below: 

Bralt.dowa o( budicts 

Origiaal bad~I Badgc1 Pcrrca1a~ 

appt'O"Cd revisioo P int~or 

BL DESCRIPTIOS on 21.3.19118 13.6.1991 clccrusc 

M/M t:SS MIM t:SS 

PROJECT PERSO'.\"!\"EL 
11-01 CTA 33.l 234.613 33.1 293.883 +25~ 

11-02 Blowing cxpcn 12.0 IS.200 12.8 96.162 + lff 
11-49 To1al 319.883 4S.9 390.045 +2N 
ll·SO Sbort-tcrm consal1aats lS.O 111.300 IS.O 147.649 +3N 

11-99 TOTAL l!XPl!RTS 60.1 431,113 60.9 S37,.6M +~ 

IS Project 1rawel S.000 19.672 + 293'il-
16 Otbcr eo5ts 21.950 21.949 ~ 

19 TOTAL 60.l 4Sl.133 60.9 S79.31S + 261lo 

21 Sub-contracts 0 1.116 S.A. 
31 fellowships 56.000 54.038 - » 
32 S1udy 1ours IS.000 39.740 165~ 

33 In-service training 6.000 6.000 O'l-

]9 TOTAL 11lAINING TIJll(llO 99,711 +,.,.. 

41 Expendable cquipmcal S0.000 25.000 - SO'l-
42 Son-expandable 1.280.000 1.857.669 + <lS~ 
48 Savings 0 -222 S.A. 

49 TOTAL l!()(JIPMENT l,330Jll(l/O 1,112.447 +411' 

59 Miscellaneous 9.41S 9.896 +S% 

99 PROJECTT<JrAL 1,174,stl 2,572,,552 + 375 

79. Subsequent to the full project document approval on 21 March 1988 up to 16 June 1991 
there have been six project revisions. Three were mandatory end of year revisions. Three revisions 
were significant in that they respectively increased the budget by USS 516,030 (on 27.2.90). USS 
95.299 (on 27.11.90) and USS 77.975 (on 16.6.91). 

80. In financial terms the project's buc;. t bad to be increased by USS 698,004 (37%) from 21 
March 1988 to 16 June 1991 of which USS 577 ,669 were needed to cover underestimations in the 
non-expendable commitment component which not only includ.:d the cost of major prices of 
equipment but also for their installation and commissioning. The non-expendable equipment 
component was responsible for 80% of the overall 37% increase in project budget. The other 
budget line increases average 30% and mostly reflect dollar devaluation and inflationary factors. 

81. The non-expendable equipment component was budgeted at a lotal or USS l,280,000, of 
which USS 900,000 were earmarked for the glass melting furnace. Ultimately, the furnace was 
purchased for USS 1, 143,465. The considerations and decisions leading to ils eventual purchase 
in December 1988 are documented as a separate item in this reporr. 
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81. This additional expense consumed a major part of the equipment funds balance. Only 
after a tripartite re\·iew meeting in February 1990 did the Go\·ernment and U!SDP accept a budget 
increase sufficiently large to accommodate the cost overrun as well as the increased costs of other 
equipment items resulting from pritt increases over the years. It was also during this tripartite 
meeting that first doubts were raised ~egarding the feasibility of sourcing a stand-by generator 
in Vietnam as originally foreseen in the project document. In the end. the project had to import 
a generator for USS 75.000. which of course increased the non-expendable equipment component 
of the project. 

83. Overall, the budget was inadequately :>repared. major underestimations were made in 
manufacturing and secondary forming and control equipment. Due to financial r("strictions 
already imposed during the design stage. funds required to readily ensure that eventually a high 
quality product is produced were seriously curtailed. 

84. The reasons for the large underestimation of the non-expendable equipment component 
is analyzed under the project inputs section of this report. 

85. For reasons of computerized book - keeping al U NOP Headquarters. New York, the original 
project number DP/VIE/80/030 could no longer be used. and it was, therefore, decided to close 
the old budget as of 31 December 1991 and to transfer the remaining funds to the new project 
with the same title and objectives but with a new number DP/VIE/92/007. The exact amount 
available under this project was USS 225, 708 of which only the up to then unobligated amount 
of approximately USS 140,000 remained available for programming. 

Train in& 

86. Six HSGW staff benefitted from six in-depth training programmes to the U.K. Below is 
a table indicating the staff trained, the place of training and duration. 

No PaONa- Pr Ii .• Pn>jut Plaeeof r-or 
traiaiag traiaiag 

I Sguyen Sgoc Chau Silicate Chief engineer Bibby Ltd 2 ~.eeks 
engineer Gyproc Lid 2 weeks 

2 Sguyen Phuong Mechanic Mechanical Bibby Ltd 2 weeks 
Dong al superintendent Gyproc Ltd 2 weeks 

engineer 

3 Sguyen Hong Sga Electric Electric Gyproc Ltd 4 weeks 
engineer superintendent 

4 Sguyen Mai Shung Silicate Furnace Gyproc Ltd S weeks 
engineer superintendent 

s Sguyen Due Long Silica'e Bench working Bibby Ltd 7 weeks 
engineer superintendent 

6 Dinh Huu Hung Forming Forming Corning Ltd 4 wcc,;ks 
worker worker 

87. In addition three senior staff benefiued from a study tour to visit potential suppliers of 
project equipment in Doncaster (U.K.), Nurnberg, Dusseldorf and Wuppertal (FRG) from 30 
September to 30 October 1988. 

Equipment 

SS. The UNDP/UNIDO have supplied the following equipment: melting furnace, annealing 
lehr batch equipment, complete set of equipment and tools used for IS positions of bench 
working. office supplies and two automobiles, cullet and several chemicals, machines and tools 
used in laboratory, stand· by generator (650 KV A), press and blowing machine repaired by 
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project, moulds for JOO ml and 500 ml serum bottles, screw conveyor for batch transfers. 

89. Special Case of Project supplied furnace On 7 May 1987 UNIDO prepared a note to 
provide justification for the continuous furnace provided under the project. The note states that 
there are three options a pot, a day tank and a continuous furnace. The quality of glass improves 
from option one to three because of the larger volume of the melting vessel as well as inclusion 
of additional features which promote higher melting temperatures, higher chemical and physical 
stability and homogeneity of the glass and better control. These features were reported to increase 
cost. By how much was not known. 

90. The only real alternatives for high quality glass according to experts was a day tank and 
a continuous furnace with the latter having _.;vantages of homogeneity <>f glass melt. A 
continuous furnace has Oexibility in controlli::~ output. By increasing energy input and raw 
material feed, one can increase the output by t\A<•ce the tocal volume of glass held and if necessary 
the pull can be reduced to a small haction of maximum with a minimum amount of glass 
extracted and recirculated as cullet. The problem of llOl being able to shut off the furnace, and 
the high cost of electrodes and refractories replace•ent was not discussed. 

91. The note stresses that UNIDO recomm('nds that a continuous melt furnace be given fint 
p!iority and that tbi'i position is fully supjlufled by the counterpart authorities. The problem at 
that time was stated to be that the minimum capacity furnace available is around 3-4 tons/day, 
but that UNIDO was endeavouring to identify smaller models. Another issue was the source of 
energy which may be either electricity or fossil fuel or a combination thereof. Because electricity 
bas distinct advantages it was considered the first option by UNIDO and Government. 

92. The conclusion was then that a continuous furnace, fully electrically heated with the 
minimum capacity available on the market should be purchased. This solution was considered the 
most appropriate technical solution from point of view of glass quality and flexibility of 
operation. The idea being once this technology is proven the design of new and larger production 
furnace based on the technology developed could be planned. The dedsion to proceed with this 
approach forced the project to spend USS 243,465 more than planned for the furnace despite great 
efforts to find a cheaper offer and an additional unforeseen expense of USS 75,000 for a stand-by 
generator to ensure a continuous power supply. 

93. Gas &enerators problem:; with quality and safety The two gas generators supplied by the 
project are performing far below specifications. The gas produced is only enough for 13 high 
temperature burners instead of the upected 26. Moreover, the materials used for their fabrication 
is of lowest quality. The safety devices failed early and had to be replaced by locally produced 
copies. Overall the gas plant gives the impression that it was shoddily produced and more 
importantly is highly dangerous. Throughout the evaluation the room which housed the plant 
smelled strongly of gasoline vapors '.¥bicb of course is highly explosive. The gas plant should be 
closed down, especially since the gas room is attached of the secondary forming section outer wall 
and is next lo the entry of the administr,;..tion block where all visitors of cars pass. A carelessly 
disposed cigarette or an electric spark from a car could be all that it would take to set off an 
explosion. 

94. The plans to scrap the gas plant should be immediately undertaken since methane gas in 
now available in the market. It is the opinion of the CT A, project experts and the evaluators that 
such gas generators should not be purchased from the same source again unless a radical change 
of design and materials are made. If units cannot be satisfactorily put into operation suppliers 
should be requested to place these units in full working order al their own expense. 

Government lnpyts 

95. HSGW has provided the buildings with a total area of over 3,000 m2 to house the pilot 
plant, the bu;idings were already completed by 1980, however, they were only put to use during 
1990 when the melting furnace and equipment for the secondary forming section were being 
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installed. Because of inadequa1e design and lack of mainlenance for aboul len years lhe qualil~ 
of the builC:ings were delermined to be inadequale. During 1990 remedial works were carried ou1 
to strenglhec the buildings and 10 weatherproof them. 

96. During lbe implemenlation of lhe projecl many changes lo t~e buildings had to be carried 
<'Ul 10 enable 1he equipment to be inslalled. A number of these changes were nol in the original 
project design, for example lhe need to build a raw material store. build a generalor house and 
a basement for the electric furnace for the cooling plant. Each change caused a increase in the 
counlt:rpart budget which required the approval of higher authorities which in turn caused delays. 
Go,,ernment was also committed lo provide electricity and unforeseen facili1y infrastructure 
requiaements for ins1allation of the equipment. These were provided albeit with great delays 
mostly due to slowness in getting adequate financial allocalions from the People's Committee of 
Hanoi. 

97. Other government commitments are fully described in the project document pages 18 lo 
20, and include: 

senior, technical and clerical staff 
technicians and unskilled labour 
non-expendable equipment which are available or can be produced in Vietnam 
operational and maintenance costs including raw materials and supplies 
logis1ic support including local transport of project staff, secretarial suppc..rt, custom 
clearance and transportation of UNDP supplied equipment 

98. Inputs such as 100 tons of sand had been purchased by HSGW during 1989 and 01her 
materials were bought since 1991. The NPD has be~n holding over 500 million Dongs VN of her 
production budget in abeyance for years. furnace and other equipment installation had been 
delayed partially due to the lack of experience of Vietnamese workers, and lack of tools. 

99. Special case concernin& stand-by &enerat'>r During project implementation a great deal 
of anxiety was encountered in deciding on a suitable solution to the need of ensuring that a 
reliable source of electricity would be available in case the mains supply is inlerrupted. For this 
contingency a stand- by generator was envisaged which according to the project document would 
be supplied as a counterpart contribution in kind. However, when the project counterparts tried 
to locate a suitable generator locally they were not able to do so. Subsequently UNDP and U NIDO 
tried to obtain authorization from the Vietnam Government to increase the UNDP project budget 
to import a stand-by generator. Since the project was already costing more than planneJ and 
represented the largest project financed by UNDP in Vietnam there was a reluctance on the part 
of the Vietnam Government to agree to an upward project revision to finance the generator. 
HSGW stated that the problem of locating a generator locally was also caused by the <.hanges of 
specification by the CTA and AFT. The original specification of 250 KVA was progressively 
increased to 650 KVA. With each change a new search was started. 

100. Formal correspondence on this issue started on 23 February 1990 when the CT A wrote a 
letter to justify the need for a reliable stand-by generator. The CTA indicated that a suitable 
generator was unlikely to be found in Vietnam and proposed that a second-hand unit be purchased 
abroad. On 28 May 1990 the UNIDO Country Director wrote to the National Project confirming 
his support for the CT A position and requested a quick decision on the stand· by generator. 

101. During July 1990 the UNIDO Country Director reminded the counterpart organization of 
the CTA's recommendation to purchase the stand·by generator. The UNIDO Country Director 
sent a letter to the People's Committee of Hanoi 10 remind them of the outstanding problems of 
lhe project and requested an urgent meeting. The People's Committee responded on 22 September 
1990 asking the UNIDO Country Direclor to request UNDP to provide additional funds to 
purchase the \land· by generator. 
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102. Svbsequently an urgent meeting was held betweeri the UNIDO Country Director and the 
People's Committee of Hanoi wt-ere it was decided that the NPD and the CT A should be requested 
to prepare a full justif~cation for the generator. The justification for the generator was submitted 
on 9 October 1990. Tlic UNDP Resident Representative sent a letter on 22 January 1991 to the 
People's Committee of Hanoi reminding them of the pending decision on the stand-by generator. 
A further letter was sent on 19 February 1991 elaborating JD outstanding problems. The letter was 
quite strong in that it was stated that the pending decisic..d on the generator and doubtful project 
sustainability that only two solutions were possible, either releasing additional Govcrnment/UNDP 
funds or cancel the project. 

103. During the second TPR meeting it was agreed on 25 February 1991 lhal the future 
sustainability of the project was important, however, a detailed discussion on the sustainability 
issue was not carried out. The People's Committee of Hanoi representative informed UNDP and 
lJNIDO during the meeting that a second-hand generato1 had been identified in Vietnam. 

104. However, on 11 March 1991 the second-hand generator was fouad to be useless by 
UNDTCD consultants to a UNDP/DTCD project on Power Plant Maintenance. The DTCD report 
on the generator was submiued on 22 March 1991. On 4 April the CT A sent another leller to the 
NPD slressing the urgent need for a stand- by generalor. 

105. The UNIDO Country Direclor senl another letler to the PeopPe's Committee of Hanoi 
reminding them thal lhe lack of a Governmenl decision was seriously jeopardizing the project 
which is likely to be cancelled in the absence of Government action. 

106. During April the UNDP Resident Representative phoned the Deputy Director-General 
of UNIDO responsible for Programmes lo alert him of the problems being encountered with the 
project. The Deputy Director- General intending to discuss these problems at U NOP headquarters 
in New York on 26 April requested that a briefing note be prepared by the backstopping officer. 
The note was comprehensive yet succinct and gave a good summary of the project's history, 
current status and proposeL. ~lotions to the problems identified. The note stated that the project 
authorities had over the last two years have made many well meant attempts to locate a suitable 
generator and had identified at least ten second- hand generaiors which they believed to be 
suitable but which one by one were found to be of inadequate de5ign, capacity or in a poor st~te 
of maintenance after close inspection. 

107. In anticipation that a generator will not be found in Vietnam, the furnace supplier AFT 
Ltd had identified various second-hand generators in the United Kingdom of which a 750 KVA 
generator with all the necessary control equipment at a price of approximately USS 70,000 was 
most interesting. The note adds that the missing generator was the only factor determining 
whether the furnace can be lit and production started. Although the generator was a critical factor 
in ensuring a reliable power supply required to ensure that rapid cooling and solidification of glass 
melt and evaporation of the electrodes do not cause irretrievable loss of the whole furnace, as will 
be seen later the generator was in fact only one of many factors hindering progress. 

Problems with Pilot Plant Buj!din& 

108. Along with the issue of the stand· by generator discussed above the quality of the building 
provided by the Hanoi People's Committee was also a cause for concern during project 
implementation. The need to improve the industrial standard of the building was remarked upon 
in letters to the Vietnam authorities on 6 July 199n. Ao independent survey of the building was 
conducted between 27 and 30 July 1990. The survey report confirmed that the civil engineering 
work was unacceptable and that improvements were required. In a letter dated JO August 1990 
the UNIDO Country Director stresses that the People's Committee d Hanoi are responsible for 
the improvement of the civil works of the building which should be carried out in accordance 
with the survey report. On 28 September 1990 the People's Committee of Hanoi promised local 
funds for improvement of the pilot plant building. Retween then and the TPR held on 25 
February 1991 improvements to the pilot plant building w~re noted. 
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B. lmplemeatatio• of Actirities 

109. The project activities in Vietnam was basically managed by the NPD or the Managing 
Director of HSGW and her technical sraff. They were supported by a CT A who made several 
missions to Vietnam to assist in monitoring the work of HS' N staff, the international technical 
and short· term experts. 

110. During his missions the CT A monitored progress in preparing the site, helped solve study 
tour administrative problems and advised on project inputs from raw materials to equipment 
selection. Technical discussions were also frequently held to familiarize the national counterparts 
with the technical and quality aspects of glass and glassware which would be produced by the 
project. 

111. Market forecasting work was also carried out in order lo rationalize the planned product 
line and to determine common glassware requirements and resultant training requirements. 
Detailed work responsibility of HSGW staff was worked out and included: mineralogical 
examination of a representative sample of locally available sands in geological labs in Vietnam; 
investigations whether suppliers of other raw materials and chemicals could guarantee conformity 
with specifications; specification of glass tubing requirements; building or batch mixing plant and 
other infrastructure development tasks. 

112. During the early stages of the project there was a great deal of discussion on the most 
suitable equipment for the project. Despite intensive discussions in Hanoi, in the United 
Kingdom and Vienna, a significant amount of equipment delivered under the project can be 
considered to be sub-optimal. Part of the reason for this is the underestimation of secondary 
forming eqaipment costs, which required cheaper solutions, such as purchasing used equipment. 
It was felt that second hand equipment could allow the project to upgrade the quality (lf 
equipment and the ware it produces without requiring greater capital expenditure. 

113. The CT A also had discussions on the needs for equipment for glass melting and 
composition control. Some expensive items were deleted. It was suggested to HSGW that they 
should contract out the more sophisticated tests, especially since there were testing facilities 
available under other UNDP supported projects. 

114. According to the CT A, a lot of time was wasted having to organize and chase the 
clearances and completion of formalities required to get tbr. study tour participants overseas. CT A 
assistance in the United Kingdom is understandable, but it appears to the mission that using an 
expensive CT A, lo chase local authorities, was a waste of valuable time. 

115. Beside the CTA, a secondary forming technical expert also supported project activities and 
a few short·term experts assisted as well. The international exrr.rrii;e wai; to ensure that all aspects 
of the planned manufacturing operation are taken care of. Apart from a secondary forming glas'i 
forming specialist and a borosilicate glass chemical analyst, an expert was also considered to be 
important to cover normal production items of laboratory ware, grinding operations and 
graduating work. The combination of a longer term technical expert and consultants was thought 
to be adequate for training HSGW staff. 

116. The job description of the secondary glass forming expert was specified by the CT A. The 
training requirements were lo be specified by the technical expert during his first mission. The 
evaluators, however, could not find any evidence of an overall manpower rraining needi; 
assesi-ment or a human resource plan for HSGW. 

117. During the CT A's i;econd split mission (report dated 12 April 1990), certain hand blowing 
items and laboratory equipment still had to be identified. Due to budgetary constraints, a decision 
was made to improve the performance and quality of selected existing machinery at HSGW instead 
of buying new machines. The CT A assisted in deciding on the moulds required for furnace 
performance evaluation. Schedules for future split missions of the CTA and the glass forming 
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expert were also established during this time. Arrangements on the use or specialist short ·term 
consultants in forming and production operation~ were also agreed to. In his report the CT A 
highlighted that be also conducted a seminar and carried out other activities which were not 
formally part or the project. 

118. The problem of an inadequate project budget appeared to be becoming a major problem 
during early 1990. "Fall· back" options were being discussed iii Vienna. Solutions were sought 
which would put little or no risk to the project objectives. At this time it was reported that the 
technical expert chosen for glass forming was less than satisfactory. Another expert was located 
from another project who had already graciously helped this project during his assignment in 
Vietnam on another project. 

119. The project during 1990 was grappling with the resolution or equipment issues, 
finalization of study tours, and sourcing of raw materials. It still was not clear whether the 
majority of raw batch materials and chemicals could be sourced in Vietnam. Confirmation of 
compliance with material specifications still needed to be clarified by HSGW. The problem of 
sourcing a "stand-by" generator locally also cropped up. This problem, which in the end was a 
major source of indecision and project delay, is treated separately in this report (see para. 99). 
Provision for this item bad not been made in the UNIDO budget, as it bad been said to be 
available in Vietnam. 

120. A great deal of the time of the secondary forming expert was also spent finalizing the 
equipment list, supervising the building and installation of the benches, solving supply problems 
and installing pipework. 

121. During the CT A's visits "sliding" work plans were produced together with the National 
Project Director. These work plans were also used to help schedule project expenditures and to 
phase expert inputs. 

122. Considerable delays were already being experienced, partly caused by the undercosted and 
underspecified project budget. Major cost underestimates have become apparent in the major 
manufacturing and prime forming and control equipment sections. 

123. The CT A and the glass forming expert gave a series of seminars during their missions 
including such topics as the use of modern energy saving techniques to achieve lowest cost per ton 
of melted glass. 

124. By April 1991, the CT A reports that the majority of work was being spent to regain time 
lost from the lack of a suitable stand· by generator and other equipment essential to protect the 
furnace from catastrophic destruction. During the long period before the decision was taken to 
make money available to purchase a generator in the United Kingdom, all expenditure was halted. 
The lack of decision paralyzed the project. Meanwhile some problems (poor equipment quality 
and delivery delays) slowed the training programme in the Bench Section since the fifteen bench 
stations could not be fully utilized until the second gas plant was installed (see para. 93). 

125. The building erected by the national authorities to house the pilot plant had many defects, 
and during 1990 remedial work bad to be carried out. This was especially important to allow the 
erection and commissioning of the annealil.ig Lehr. Despite this improvement, the quality of the 
building in terms of protecting equipment from rain storms and the quality of the floor left much 
to be desired, and still do (see para. 108). 

126. The CT A reports in 1991 tba, the date for commissioning the glass melting furnace 
depends entirely upon the installation, housing and commissioning of the stand· by generator. lo 
date, the generator has nol been completely installed. However, most of lhe other work 
outstanding could have been carried out independenlly of the stand- by generalor problem. 
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127. Some of the in-plant fellowships have taken place by now, except three which were 
scheduled to take place end 1991. Two fellowships have still not taken place. 

128. Basic items such as sand benification equipment and a sand drier slill had not beec 
fabricaled. Major pieces of UNIDO supplied equipment had not been delivered. Some essential 
items were still under discussion. Key short-term experts e.g. semi-automaticpressing machine 
and furnace operation were still <"Wailing Governmenl approvals. 

129. While the CT A was occupied "chasing" capital equipment and building improvements 
needed to complete the glass melting and forming facilities, the glassforming expert spent bis time 
on completing of secondary forming sectior. infrastructure requirements, sourcing supplies and 
starting bis training activities. 

130. Meanwhile, short-term consultants for furnace commissioning had been selected as well 
as a semi-au1omatic glass pressing expert. An expt>rt for glass analysis and physical and chemical 
properties control and for hand blowing techniques have yet lo be found. A vibrating table 
separator and cascade type and drier were sourced in Vietnam and were installed in the factory. 

131. Raw materials ordered from abroad were poorly packed, and during deconta!nerization 
during transhipment quantities of malerial were lost and contaminated. Meanwhile, various 
equipment was trickling in from overseas, while quotations on others were not yet received. The 
Lehr erection team was expected as soon as visas could be organized. 

132. The CT A's sixth mission from 19 May to 6 July 1991 was mostly spent on the Lehr 
machine, its uncrating, assembly and cold commissioning together with an engineer from the 
supplier. The hot commissioning can only be carried when the melting furnace start-up takes 
place. A generator was finally located and forecasted receipt was November 1991, which meant 
that the earliest the furnace could be commissioned was end November/ mid December, which 
proved to be widely optimistic. 

133. The floor in the factory was showing signs of deterioration even under light traffic. 

134. The study tour for hand glass working has now been arranged at Corning Glass in the United 
Kingdom. Places for two other fellows for bard borosilicate analysis and balch control could not 
be found. The electronics expert has yet to be identified and short-term consultants for glass 
a11alysis and control, bottle machine operation and marketing as well. The majority of the 
eqL :pment has now been ordered, but decisions on glass malting moulds were still outstanding. 
The ;upply of equipment seems to be the dominant theme of project activity and appears to be 
dealt with in spurts, unnecessarily drawing out the activities of the project. 

135. A schedule for commissioning the furnace has been agreed to as well as the ictivities 
required to train the HSGW staff on its operation in Vietnam. The on-site training schedule 
foreseen covers a total of ten months. 

136. During the CT A's sixth mission during July 1991, major delays on counterpart support 
work became evident, caused by the delays encountered in the delivery of expertise and 
equipment on the part of UNIDO. Local work on completing the batch house, batch transport 
system, mixing and cullet handling, crushing and dispensing is also delayed. Some l'f this 
preparatory work is still pending to date. AFT, the supplier, was working to get agreemc:1t on 
who is responsible for what in these areas. 

137. A test of the cabling to the pilot plant indicates that they were less than a thir,i of the 
rating required. HSGW undertakes to improve the cabling. During hly 19·H, the bottle 
(blow/suck) machine belonging to HSGW was being reconditioned in the Uniled Kingdom, and 
the Pearson press machine had been received. Upon its return it was kept in it; crat'! and is ... till 
crated to date. The hand tools have now been ordc·ed and various actions were taken to ensure 
that moulds would be available for glass furnace commissioning. 
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138. During the Lehr erection, a lot of delays were encou!>.tcrcd connected with inadequate 
work planning and supervision of HSGW labour. Moreover, difficulties- and delays were 
encountered due to the lack of suitable tools, services and utilities. A lot of this could have been 
foreseen before. Lack of interpretation services are also slowing the work of the experts. 

139. As of July 1991, an electrical and engineering workshop and mould preparation and mould 
shop have not been set up. All four facilities are essential for plant operations. Again scheduling 
seems to be overly optimistic, mu-::h remains to be done in the pilot plant facility, yet the 
commissioning of the furnace is forecasted for November/December 1991. The furnace has yet 
to be fully installed, the infrastructure required to run the furnace is still not in place and the 
experts required during commissioning in band pressing, semi-auto pressing, semi-auto bottle 
making, handworking, analysis and batch composition control still have to be identified. 

140. Work by HSGW to develop a plant register and maintenance system as requested by the 
CT A was also moving slowly. 

141. During the CTA's seventh split mission, from 14 September to 12 October 1991, it is 
reported that most of the time was spent identifying available options for the electrical supply to 
the furnace and to ensure automatic switching when the mains fail. The generator was now 
expected to arrive mid December. The poor quality of the concrete floors were again noted. Dust 
from the cement can affect the quality of the forming processes. The missing workshops for 
mechanical. electrical, mould preparation and store room are noted again. The changed batch 
handlin~ scheme developed by HSGW was still considered to be unsatisfactory. The electronics 
expert has not yet been found. The marketing expert was selected. The other short-term experts 
were still being searched. Batch house equipment was also not fully installed. The CT A also 
stresses, as he has done in the past, that safe working practices and quality consciousness needs 
to be improved. if consistent high quality glass is to be produced for export, which is essential for 
hard currency earnings needed to pay for imported raw materials and furnace rebuilding costs 
after three years melting furnace life, estimated at USS 250,000. 

142. During October 1991, despite the fact that the stand-by generator bad not arrived, cabling 
bad not been sorted out, key short-term experts had not been identified, various productions 
machines had not been installed, workshops were not in place, testing facilities had not been 
completely set up. the CT A predicted that final furnace and hot Lehr trials cannot be expected 
before January 1992, which again is wildly optimistic considering the baiting progress made so 
far. 

143. Other problems included: 

Performance trials of sand bonification equipment not carried out; 
Lack of proper doors to keep out rain from entering into the glass factory; 
No work has commenced on the batch house or on the batch and cullet conveyance 
system to the furnace. A solution to this problem remains to date; 
Laboratory has not been completed; 
Press moulds and other items for laboratory were still pending; 
Processing of local sane' had not yet commenced; 
Proposals for locally constructed sand drier were still be considered; 
Sand treatment building not yet constructed; 
Pyrex cullet from the United Kingdom has not been cleaned. Eight tons of clean 
dry cullet for initial filling, start- up and first days charging to the furnace are 
required. 
Overall scheme for handling the cullet in all areas of the factory from melting 
furnace to store had not been produced by the NPD, which was then supposed to 
be discussed with the CT A. 
Scheme detailing all emergency electrical circuits from the stand-by generator 
expected from HSGW had not been produced. ThP.re were doubts about 
arrangements if mains cut-in occurs, while the stand-by generator is still 
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supplying power; 
The furnace refractory and insulation works had not been completed. Temporary 
internal supports were still in place. Electrodes and thermocoupies were not yet 
fitted and checked for adequacy; 
Electrical cable terminations not completed; 
Glass container mould still in the United Kingdom for reconditioning; 
Moulds for serum bottle not yet received; 
Press and blow machine not installed; 
Press moulds only partially in hand; 
Hane'. tools not yet received. 

144. Meanwhile, according to the CTA, the arrival of four short-term consultants from the 
furnace supplier needed to prepare for final ru!l up to, and entry into continuous glass melting 
was held in abeyance until firm dates for completion of stand- by generator, power cables, 
automatic switch gear and emergency circuitry would be known. However, from the lii;t of 
uncompleted preparatory work listed above, much more than the electrical installation would need 
to be completed before the furnace could be started up. 

145. Suitable consultants for glass analysis and batch/composition control were still being 
urgently searched. Consultants for the forming machines could not be scheduled and others were 
still being sought for hand forming by both blowing and pressing. 

146. Plant register and preventive maintenance schedules expected from HSGW staff had also 
not yet been started. 

147. From reading the expert's reports, it becomes apparent, which was confirmed during the 
evaluation, that the demands made on the HSGW staff were unrealistic. For example, developing 
a maintenance system requires specialized expertise and to expect HSGW to complete this for 
equipment, which were entirely new to them, which were not vet installed or not yet received, 
was much too much to expect. Continuing lack of progress 10 this area and in many other 
assignmenf given to HSGW should have been a clear signal to the CT A and UNIDO that there was 
a major problem of absorptive capacity and a growing communication gap between the 
international team and the HSGW staff. 

148. A major setback hit the project when the CT A had to be discontinue his work on the 
project during November 1991 due to heart problems. Since then no replacement bas been 
recruited in the hope that the CT A would recuperate and be medically cleared to complete bis 
assignment. Since then the Furnace Supplier representative tcok on additional tasks beyond 
installing the furnace and assisted with the installation of other equipment while the CT A 
continued to provide supp:ut from home base. 

149. HSGW staff gave the evaluators the impression that given local constraints they bad done 
all they could to helv install the equipment and comple.e the plant infrastructure on time. 
Critique wa£ levelled at the experts who seemed not to appreciate these local constraints, lack of 
HSGW experience and Vietnamese sensitivities. Work delegated to HSGW staff was at times 
improperly carried out for reasons mentioned above. When commented upon by the experts HSGW 
staff felt to be unfairly criticized which affected their enthusiasm and confidence in carrying out 
some of the other work without the direct supervision and or guidance of the CT A and/or the 
AFT representative. Lack of progress during their absence can partially be explained by this 
problem. Some assignment:; were simply to much to expect of HSGW staff. The experts then tried 
to make up for lost time during their relatively short missions by doing work which should have 
been completed by HSGW while more important and complex tasks were often left in c.beyance. 
Poor use of expert time certainly resulted. 
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Secondary Forming Section Development 

150. The Secondary Forming Section development started when the technical expert started 
activities during autumn of 1989 at home to start identifying and sourcing equipment. The 
expert's terms of reference were very much focussed on the selection, organization of and set-:.ip 
of equipment for the secondary forming section. The expert spent two months at home on a part
time basis to select appropriate second hand equipment in order to optimize the use of limited 
funds. A few of the "critical" pieces of equipment were purchased new. The equipment was 
collected in Rotterdam over a period of 3 months which required his supervision to check aH 
delivered items. The equipment once in Vietnam was unloaded and installed also under the 
supervision of the expert. 

151. The expert also had to spend an inordinate amount of time to resolve problems connected 
with the gas plant mf'ntioned earlier in this report. The layout of the secondary forming section 
was designed by the expert and he also supen. ised the laying of pipes and other connections. The 
expert also instructed staff on how to operate and maintain the new equipment in this section, 
particularly the oxygen generator, cutting, drilling and guiding equipment. On site work was 
carried out from 16 May to October 1990 with a break in between for a total of 4 man/months. 

152. During his assignment lectures, demonstrations and practical institutions were provided 
to concerned staff to ensure proper handling and maintenance of equipment. 

153. The equipment component of the project absorbed too much of the experts available time. 
Repair, maintenance and modification of project supplied equipment was continually required to 
optimize the section. The one major problem, however, was the low gas pressure to the burners 
making full usage of the bench section impossible. 

154. A technical manual was also prepared by the expert which outlines all the requirements 
of the used equipment. The expert also highlighted the need for better safety practices. 

155. During his second mission early 1991, the secondary forming section expert focussed his 
work on completing the instaliations and on training staff. The third mission carried out during 
October to November 1991 was to concentrate on training a small group of staff. Initially 14 were 
selected out of 25 places available. The number was then reduced to 7. Only 28% of the places 
were filled and as the expert correctly stated normally it would be expected that the training 
capacity woula be oversubscribed at the outset. Even during this mission equipment problems 
arose again and considerable time had to be spent on the redesign of project machinery. Achieving 
the project goal in the bench work section to fully utilize the design capacity of newly created 
facilities were being questioned by the expert at this point due to the small number of trainees. 

156. The consultant's final mission was completed in March 1992. The bench working section 
is now producing a limited amount of products from glass tubes imported from the United 
Kingdom. The total number of people trained amounted to only ten. Of installed capacity of 25 
bench places only 15 can be used be<.ause of the gas pressure problems. 

157. The expert also expressed his concern that the la"'k of a CT A due to his illness has 
hampered the completion of the project. Shortcomings in the bench section were listed to be the 
need to upgrade project supplied burners; glassblowing techniques for a larger variety of glassware 
need to be taught and the level of production techniques required to execute of commercial orders 
needs to be upgraded. 

158. Concern was also expressed that the marketing aspect of the project needed greater 
attention. The need to match the production capabilities with the market demand in Vietnam 
remained. Only after loc&I demand is met major export orders can be filled whereas the initial goal 
of the project was import substitution and training. Overall the expert expressed the view that his 
involvement was only partially successful. 
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Short - term Consultancy Assistance 

Scientific Glass Manufacturing Expert 

159. The project was also assisted by a scientific glass industry expert who undertook three 
assignments. The first assignment lasting three months was essentially to study the conditions and 
parameters of the glass melting process in Vietnam. the expert was to assess the prevailing 
conditions in Vietnam to guide in the final choice of pyrex melting technology (energy, raw 
materials, technical skills, market requirements, physical infrastructure, etc.). Based on this 
analysis, the expert helped formulate tender documents for international bidding for the pyrex 
melting furnace and ancillary equipment. The expert assisted in the initial evaluation of the 
tenders received and recommended a short list of potential supplier!.. He then advised on the 
finalization of the furnace specifications. Finally, a plan for the implementation of the furnace 
installation and other related activities of the project was developed. 

160. The expert initially studied local conditions from 29 April to 5 May 1988, especially with 
respect to the analysis of local raw materials. During this mission he also assessed the quantity and 
quality of melted glass being produced by the existing facility which highlighted the deficiencies 
of current production. He then established the quality parameters for the glass to be produced 
by the new glass melting technology. Physical, thermal and chemical properties were covered. 

161. The project would set up a facility which would produce hard borosilicate glass without 
asenic, zinc and lead in its composition. The glass should contain: 

Oxides 
Si02 
Al203 
B203 
Fe203 
K 20 
Na20 

Percentage 
80.00 

2.00 
13.48 

0.02 
I.IO 

..1.!!! 
100.00 

Physical properties 
Specific m"ss: 2.23 gr/cm3 

Compression resistance: 3 ,600 kg/ cm 2 

Elasticity (Young): E = 6,500 kg/mm2 

Thermal properties 
Average dilation coefficient between 20-300°C: 32 x 10·7 

Annealing Temp.: 550°C 
Melting Temp.: 820°C 
Working Temp.: 1260°C 

Chemical properties 
Devitri fication tern perature: 1200°C 
The glass should be corrosion resistant especially during sterilization. 
Resistance to water corrosion should meet the AFNOR standard B 35601, 
which around 0.009 mg Na20/gr based on 1 gr of glass tested at I00°C for 
one hour. 

162. Detailed specification for the batch raw materials and glass at various stages of production 
were also established, for both local and imported materials. The glass melt requirements were 
also set which included furnace physical characteristics, various heat parameters and fuel 
requirements. 

163. The expert also provided product demand e5timate5 for scrum bottles, volumetric bottlc5, 
decanter, Erlcnmeyers and gla5s tubes. The importance of highest quality refractory brick 
materials was stressed. 
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164. After selling out the parameters and characteristics of the glass making technologies, the 
expert help assessed the equipment supply offers which also included visits.to the companies. 
Their capacities and capabilities were assessed, anci recommendations were made to UNIDO for 
select;on. The experl strongly recommended that the contract for the plant should as much as 
possible be equivalent to a turn key project. Moreover, a recommendation was also made that, 
in view of the complexity of the technology, HSGW would need five years of technological 
assistance support, especially for trouble shooting and continuous training. 

165. In his first assignment report, dated September 1988, the expert warns that the production 
of hard borosilicate glass to international scientific quality standards is a very difficult operation. 
Only profound knowledge of glass technology and experience would allow success in such an 
endeavour. 

166. The sophisticated nature of the technology required and limited number of suppliers of 
such technologies made it difficult to select an appropriate supplier. The small size of the 
installation envisaged made it even more difficult. 

167. The approach to the technology recommended by the expert for the pilot facility was that 
it should use electricity to the maximum extent possible for melting. The melt capacity should 
be kept small and the production process should be automatized as much as possible so that the 
lack of profound knowledge and experience in the production of hard borosilicate glass is 
compensated by the sophistication of the technology to be introduced. The assumption appears 
to have been that once the facility has been set and the staff trained to operate it, with the help 
of sophisticated controls, it would be relati\"ely straight forward to consistently produce high 
quality glass. The approach follows the principle of maximizing quality output, through know
how with a minimum of know-why. The latter would be embedded in the equipment and controls 
supplied. HSGW would only need to follow instructions, monitor results and adjust inputs and 
processes accordingly. This approach is questionable. 

168. Following his previous mission, the results of which were just discussed, and the visits 
made to short-listed potential suppliers for the furnace, UNIDO gave the contract to AFT (UK) 
Limited on 21 November 1988. To finalize detail requirements, a meeting was organized with 
AFT at UNIDO on 12 and 13 December 1988. A protocol of the discussion was signed by both 
parties. UNIDO requested the scientific glass industry expert to accompany the AFT Director to 
Hanoi to brief HSGW and the Hanoi People Committee on the current !;talus of the project. to 
provide them with details of the technology finally selected and to discuss the contractual clauses 
for its supply. The mission was also to establish final AFT work requirements for the installation 
of the furnace. AFT assessed local r.onditions and the state of the preparations already carried out 
by HSGW. Based on their findings, an agreement between AFT and HSGW was to be made for 
the installation and commissioning. A work plan for HSGW and AFT should then be agreed to. 
The mission took place between 2 and 8 March 1989. 

169. The scientific glass manufacturing expert stressed once again the complexity of 
transferring hard borosilicate glass technology. During the equipment installation process, strong 
cooperation between HSGW and the supaJliers will be required. The tasks each party agree to 
carry out need to be strictly adhered to, if the in~tallation is to be completed on schedule. 

170. During the mission, it was agreed that AFT and local laboratories will carry out a 
comparative study of the sand quality Crom two locations in Vietnam, Van Hai and Cam Ranh. 
AFT will establish a list of chemicals required in addition to the sand. The list will include the 
chemical and physical characteristics required and the prices of these chemicals in Europe. HSGW 
would, on their part, find out, if they could be procured locally. AFT in its comparative study 
will indicate whether locally procured chemicals could substitute for imported ones. After AFT 
provides the specifications, HSGW will endeavour to obtain a stand· by generator. AFT will tr.st 
the water in the UK and compare the results with the test results already obtained locally. The 
equipment required for the quality control laboratory was provided to UNIDO. The laboratory 
needs to be operational before the performance guarantee trials can take place. AFT agreed to 
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supply instruclions and procedures required to carry oul lhe necessary tesls. HSGW will need to 
follow the prescribed procedures to carry out the quality checks of materials received and during 
lheir mixing lo avoid any problems during lhe puformance guaranlee trials. HSGW agreed lo 
investigate the tesling facililies available in Vietnam, which could help lo check whether lhe raw 
materials purchased locally meet the specifications required. 

171. Training should take place during the month of August 1989, during the visit of the 
HSGW staff lo the UK to check the equipmenl before shipping. 

172. AFT agreed to prepare a detailed work schedule setting out the coordination and 
coopcralion required between them and HSGW. UNIDO was expected to provide HSGW with 
other equipment required and also the techniques needed to prepare batches for the furnace. 

173. The scientific glass manufacturing cxperl completed his third mission between 17 and 21 
April 1989 in the UK to review the AFT technology package along with UNIDO. The package 
was to contain all engineering details and manuals. Due to the complexity of the engineering 
package, when the mission took place during Apr:I, the package had not been finalized. ll was, 
therefore, impossibie to review the proposal in all details. It was estimated that an additional three 
weeks would be required. The AFT mission to Vietnam had also to be ;-oslponed from beginning 
May to beginning June. Agreement was reached that the final engineering package would be sent 
to UNIDO by beginning June. 

174. During the experts' mission to the UK, AFT's Director, Sal<!s Manager, Manager of 
Engineering and Managing Director of Glassworks Services Ltd were in attendance. The 
importance of perfect coordination and cooperation belween AFT and HSGW was again 
emphasized. The need lo eslablish a definilive and detailed work plan for all the actions required 
to b~ completed by HSGW was needed. Precise coordination and clarily were required. 

175. During his visit, agrcemenlS were reached concerning lhe sand, need for imported raw 
materials , the suitabilily of local water and size of the stand· by generator (250 KV A). The 
possibility of training places in the UK was discussed and the need was stressed for UNIDO to 
ensure that all the ancillary equipment is in place, especially testing equipment, before lhe furnace 
is compleled. 

176. AFT carried out several bench scale melting lrials with the sand from Vielnam. A reporl 
on lhc results was lo be prepared by AFT. UNIDO was expected to inform AFT whether training 
in the UK was envisaged. Since its organization would need Lo be carefully planned and 
negotiated wilh lhe yel to be designated providers of lraining. 

177. The operaling, maintenance and start manual was prepared by AFT, ii includes the 
following subjects: 

Burner system 
Air cooling system 
Secondary conductors 
Installation 

Programme 
Personnel required 

Check -out of furnace prior lo start· up 
Electrical 
Equipment 
Power syslem 
Miscellaneous equipmenl 
Safety devices 
Balch charger 
Mechanical 
Binding steel 
Batch charger and level control 
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Electrodes and holders 
Heat-up and commissioning 

Heat-up 
Furnace fill 
Commissioning 

Operation 

Safety 

Electrodes/ radiant elements 
Batch charging 
Water system 
Burner system 
Air cooling system 
Secondary conductors 

General guidelines 
Personnel protection 
Main power equipment guidelines 

Appendix 
Drawing test 
Vendor manuals 

178. In addition to a seven day site inspection during 1989 and construction supervision for 62 
days during 1990 and training coordination work in the United Kingdom for 30 days, UNIDO 
hired the Director <:>f AFT as a Glass Plant Consultant to undertake three further under the 
projects consultancy budget to review the work still needed to be carried out on the furnace 
installation, since work effectively stopped a year before. The Glass Plant Consuhant was hired 
in response to a request by the CT A that help was needed to assist HSGW in other areas such as 
batch house, including weighing, raw material storage, batch mixing, batch feed to furnace 
copper, cutlet protection through the plant and electrical distribution system. 

179. During his first mission which lasted from 12 October to 20 November 1991 most work 
focussed on determining workable solutions to batch house problems together with HSGW staff. 
Furnace completion work was mostly left in obeyance due to equipment problems with power 
drills, power saws etc. To avoid further confusion the expert prepared numerous equipment and 
facility drawings to enable HSGW to proceed with the completion of the facilities in his absence. 
The expert commented that major delays are being incurred. Part of the problem was termed to 
be the lack of industrial exposure lo the type or bard borosilicate glass te.:hnology being installed. 

180. He estimated that if rate of progress being achieved by HSGW personnel does not improve 
it will be impossible to finish installation before the third or fourth quarter of 1992. The expert 
strongly suggested that HSGW needed to purchase tools and that on site specialist assistance was 
required if the schedule was to be met. 

181. The expert provided a complete list of outstanding work which covered approximately 43 
separate items, quite of number of them being major ones, for example: "install machine 
shop/maintenance equipment" or "investigate the possibility of an improved store system being 
implemented". These and many other requirements remain uncompleted to date. 

182. The Glass Plant Consultant undertook a second mission which commenced on 27 February 
1992 and ended on 25 March 1992, to continue the work started during the October- November 
1991 mission. As with the first mission work focussed on giving technical assistance to HSGW in 
areas such as the batch house, raw material storage batch mixing, batch feed to furnace hopper, 
cullet collection through the plant and electrical distribution system. 

183. Although some progress was achieved since bis last mission the majority of work was still 
to be completed, and some parts, notably thr electrical system was being installed to an 
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unacceptable standard and had to be disassembled and re-engineered. 

184. Due to the heart condition of the CT A which required his hospitalization in Bangkok 
during a slopo\·er on his way to Hanoi and the need for the UNIDO backstopping officer lo care 
for him, the tripartite review meeting scheduled for 5 March 1992 had to be cancelled. 

185. The expert noted that there was an increase of activity prior to the meeting which visibly 
ebbed once it was postponed. Various items of equipment were now being airfrigbted into 
Vietnam by UNIDO which help increase the pace of work. 

186. The expert once again complains that HSGW is not making a sufficient effort to maintain 
an adequate level of tools and labour on-site. The expert pleads with UNIDO to give additional 
on-site technical assistance and that HSGW provide sufficient interest and resources ro complete 
plant construction and commissioning programme. Unless HSGW commits itself IOOo/o the project 
commissioning was considered to be •indeterminate• by the expert. 

187. During the third mission, 10 June to 8 July 1992, of the Glass Plant Consultant the work 
carried out during the first two missions was essentially continued. Meanwhile, the TPR was held 
in early May 1992, based on a decision taken during this meeting the Glass Plant Consultant (also 
Director of AFT Ltd) was requested by the backstopping officer to investigate the possibility of 
AFT Ltd completing the outstanding contract work within the limited time left in the project. 
This request was prompted by the perception that no completion date was in sight and that project 
funds were rapidly depleting. This view of the state of affairs was shared by the NPD and UNDP 
Hanoi. The expert then spent time lo work out how lo resolve the impasse. 

188. During the expert's mission the inadequate counterpart support provided to him during 
his previous mission continued. The expert pleads once again that HSGW must ensure that all site 
services that the necessary equipment, labour and finance, are fully committed to the project and 
that the level of work be intensified. 

189. The target date of commissioning was questioned. Al this point the expert writes a letter 
to the UNIDO Hanoi office that in bis estimation it will be impossible for HSGW to complete their 
work by September 1992. As an example of the lack of support provided to the expert during his 
current mission, was the fact that the store keeper had been off site for an estimated 80% of the 
time and that there were no alternative procedure for obtaining materials and equipment during 
her absences. 

190. In a final act of desperation the expert lists "'typicar requirements which need to be 
completed by HSGW. 

"l. HSGW must complete all outstanding works as per detailed in the first three missions of 
the expert and the more detailed list to be submiued to UNIDO and HSGW. 

2. HSGW must complete all 380V, 50Hz single and three phase supply to all outstanding 
items of plant. 

3. HSGW must supply a satisfactory water feed and mains tank with auto· fill facility to the 
sealed recirculatory water cooling system. 

4. HSGW must supply all miscellaneous labour and materials necessary for the complete 
exeru~ion and commissioning of the furnace: 

Finally the expert lists •additional contract requiremer:;· saying that additional time spent 
on site by AFT of contractual personnel due to delays or ~roblems of HSGW making will be at 
the cost of the client. 
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Marketing Consultant 

191. A Marketing Consultant was fielded in Vietnam from 23 November to 14 December 
during 1991. One half of his time was spent meeting with the NPD and her staff and the rest of 
the period was spent in travelling to visit various Government Departments, institutes. hospitals, 
hotels and factories. 

192. The result of the mission was summarized by the expert by writing that the ·market 
appears larger than current estimates.· Overall potential clients who were importing glass products 
from East Europe and increasingly West Europe and China welcomed the idea of buying locally 
produced scientific glass. HSGW would, however, have to convince prospective customers that the 
glass quality from the new production facility will compare with presently imported supplies. 
Customers will need to be able to examine ac:ual product samples. This is important because users 
complained that they had unsatisfactory performance with HSGW produced glassware. 

193. During the marketing consultant's mission the CT A was unfortunately not present due to 
h!s illness and at HSGW there was no glass technologist who could assure him of the feasibility 
of being able to produce items outside the present HSGW product range. Since the production 
facility had not been completed samples showing glass quality were not available. The expert 
himself stated that only some of the objectives of his job description were therefore achieved. 

194. Despite the 'market study' undertaken by the expert, he recommended that a review of 
the demand for scientific glassware range needs to be carried to determine the priority items for 
production in the new plant. A proposal for the form, content and costs for the design, layout, 
artwork, printing of promotional material listing and presenting all information on the proposed 
scientific glassware range was required. Research in Europe and Asia for possible markets for 
• iSGW should be conducted. The specialized market for (particularly filter coffeemakers, vacuum 
flasks, bistro coffeemakers to exploit the small quantity production capacity and low labour costs 
of HSGW should be explored. Expert assistance in preparing the promotional material and in 
conduct market research was recommended. 

195. Overall HSGW should exploit its capability to make short production runs and its low 
labour costs in manipulation and assembly by directing it marketing efforts to the component 
glassware market (where a glass component forms part of a larger product, e.g. coffeemall.er, 
vacuum flask). 

196. During the consultants visits he was unable to find out HSGW's current output and future 
production plans. The work of the Marketing expert has to be judged to have been unsatisfactory. 
in part because of the time allowed to do his work and the absence of the CT A, however, the 
quality of his report was deficient in that he stated the obvious, was sketchy and did not reflect 
an in-depth knowledge of the scientific and/or general glassware market. HSGW will need 
marketing assistance once its new production facility is in operation. 

Procurement Consultant 

197. AFT's sales manager was hired to assist UNIDO in sourcing "very· specialized glassware 
equipment. The equipment once sourced and all the information obtained was passed on to 
U NIDO Purchase and Conlract Seclion, with copies to the CT A and the backstopping officer. 
Once the orders were placed, purchase orders were sent to the consultant to contact all suppliers, 
who regularly followed- up all deliveries. Deliveries to lhe shippers were also checked by the 
consultant. 

In-plant Trajnin& Prouamme United Kingdom 

198. The National Project Director and the CT A discussed the best use of the 33.5 man weeks 
of training time allocated in the project budget. The maximum time was allocated to the 
superintendent of the bench working section. AFT the furnace supplier and the CT A spent a lot 
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of time trying to find suitable training venues. Early 1991. the training venues were still not 
finalized. Agreement to use AFT as consultants to place fellows in liaison with the British Council 
and potential suppliers was agreed to by the UNIDO backstopping officer. Five in-plant training 
programmes were implemented during November/December 1990. The six in-plant fellowship 
took place during September/October 1991 (see in-plant training programme table para. 86) 
Initially the training reports prepared were uninformative. The CT A was of the opinion that if 
comprehensive reports cannot be made available, the training from a technical point of view was 
a waste of time. The trainees then made every effort to improve the reports. 

199. During the evaluation five of these reports were submitted to the evaluators. Only four 
of the reports could be reviewed since one had not been translated. Two companies were selected 
for in-plant training. One company Bibby Ltd is a manufacturer of scientific glass equipment 
from glass tubing, the other Gyproc Co Ltd a manufacturer of glass wool insulating material. 

200. The first company was selected since they produce similar products produced by HSGW. 
The second company melts glass with a furnace supplie-." by AFT which has similar characteristics 
to the furnace supplied to HSGW. Unfortunately, the product produced by Gyproc bad nothing 
to do with the products to be produced by HSGW. Consequently the operation of the primary 
forming and blowing and Lehr annealing machines supplied to the pilot plant could not be 
observed. 

201. The major lesson learned by the trainees appears to be the operation, maintenance and 
replacement of electrodes which apparently only last three months. The rest of the reports m<!rely 
describe the size and operating characteristics of the plants visited. If the information provided 
in the reports reviewed could be combined into one report an accurate picture of the plants visited 
would emerge. 

202. All trainees were dissatisfied with the short duration of the programme and felt insecure 
about the prospect of operating the pilot plant without additional training. It is hoped that the 
experts who will assist in the plant commissioning will be able to impart enough skills and 
knowledge to enable HSGW technical staff to operate the plant. 

203. The forming worker trainee who visited Corning Glass U.K. during 1991, had difficulty 
communicating his experience in the U.K., however, it appear::; that liule was learned since the 
operations observed were fully automatic and bore little relevance to the semi-automatic 
equipment in HSGW, which are still in packing cases anyhow. 

204. Overall the overseas training programme cannot be considered have been fully applicable 
and adequate lo the training needs at hand, especially since two fellowships in the areas of quality 
control and batch composition were cancelled due to UNIDO's inability to find training venues. 

?roject Monitorin& 

205. The project's management prepared three Project Performance Evaluation Reports 
(PPERs) dated 15/ I l/ 1989, 13/ IO/ 1990, 16/11 /1991) whereas five should have been prepared 
during the period from May 1988 to May 1993. In the first PPER dated 15 November 1989 
project management reports that the project is progressing 'as planned'. Requests are made to 
UNIDO to order project equipment and carry out the training programme, and to the Government 
to increase the counterpart budget to ensure supply of materials required for tests and production. 
Neither UNDP nor UNIDO commented on the 15 November 1989 repJrt. The report also states 
that the tripartite review meeting is long overdue. 

206. The backstopping officer, however, assessed the projecr to be 'less than planned'. He 
suggested that the budget should to be increased due to unspecified equipment price increases. He 
summari7.es by saying that a number of delays and changes in technical approach have taken place 
but that the project should now be ready for on-schedule implementation. 
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207. The UNIDO Evaluation Staff comment on the project was that delays and undercosting 
should be re\·iewed by a tripartite re,·iew. The second PPER dated 13 October.1990 explains that 
progress is delayed by provision of essential stand-by generator. Similar delay to installation and 
commissioning caused by remedial work on the building is also reported. 

208. The project management. NPD and CT A request the Government to provide adequate 
funds for building. work, batch house and laboratory and preparation of raw materials. The 
backstopping officer complains of inadequate counterpart support - in terms of quality and 
financial resources as well as the slow decision process. The project should be redesi~ned to update 
inputs, work plans and to provide a sharper definition of outputs. The backstopping officer, 
however, considers that the in-depth evaluation recommended during the February 1990 tripartite 
review would be more useful at a later date. All agree now that the project implementation is 'less 
than planned'. 

209. The UNIDO Country Director agrees that the project is behind schedule and that a 
tripartile review is required to discuss this. The Country Director confirms that the e"·aluation 
can be postponed until the glass furnace is commissioned. Two issues for the evalua1ion are listed: 
a) effective measures to ensure a successful project complelion, b) prospects for project 
suslainability. The UNIDO Evalualion Slaff confirmed that the factors delaying the projecl need 
to be resolved and that a tripartite review meeting should take place as soon as possible. 

210. The terms of reference for the planned evaluation are finally prepared on 16 January 1991. 
The timing for the evaluation were discussed with the backstopping officer on 4 February 1991. 
It was proposed to delay the evaluation until the factory becomes operational the issues of the 
furnace commissioning, building completion and a decision on the stand- by generator and its 
financing were delaying its completion. Completion was expected by August-September 1991. 

211. The last PPER prepared under this project dated 26 December 1991 provided a thorough 
analysis of the project's status and difficulties encountered, however, nothing seems to have 
changed. All parties agree that an in-depth evaluation would be useful. The Evaluation Staff 
called the backstopping officer on 14 January 1992 to enquire about the status of the in -depth 
evaluation. The response was that the installations had not been completed and that the 
forthcoming triparrite meeting would again consider when it should be conducted. The third 
tripartite review took place on 14 May 1992. 

212. Meanwhile a decision was taken for unexplained reasons that a 'technical review' should 
precede an in-depth evaluation. The backstopping officer informed the Evaluation Staff of this 
decision on 1 March 1993. The backstopping officer telex on 28 May 1993 to UNDP to inquire 
about an apparent confusion on whether a 'technical review' or an evaluation will lake place. 

213. On 2 June 1993 the Evalualion Slaff express their disagreement lo a 'technical review' 
which is lo be followed by an in-depth evaluation. The poinl made lhal evaluations are also 
technical and lhat two similar missions would be a duplication. The 'technical review' combined 
with an overlapping evaluation were scheduled for August 1993. UNIDO submits on 13 July 1993 
1he CV's of two technical experts lo represent UNIDO in the in-depth evaluation. Meanwhile 
UNIDO learns that the 'technical assessment' started on 19 August 1993 without prior consultation 
wi1h UNIDO. UNDP does nol agree wilh the evaluation candidates proposed and requests•an 
experienced evaluator from the Evaluation Staff. The evaluation is now 11el to starl on 21 
November t 993. 

214. The technical assessment carried out by UNDP although providing a useful summary of 
the status of completion of the primary forming section of the pilot plant, was considered to be 
unsatisfactory in several respects: 1) it was not entirely accurate, 2) the first draft demonstrated 
the consultant was not fully conversant with glasswa!'e manufacture, 3) the secondary forming 
section and raw material section were not assessed. 4 J the consultant hardly discussed the project 
with the NPD and did not discuss his report before it was issued, 5) the problemi; encountered 
during project implementation nor the technolog) chosen were analyzed, 6) the details provided 
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for commissioning were not specific enough. 

215. Three tripartite review meetings were held during February 1990, February 1991 and May 
1992. The PPERs discussed above were used as a basis for discussion. The problems encountered 
by the project were thoroughly discussed during these meetings with the exception of the problem 
concerning the stand- by generator during the second meeting but overall few decisions could be 
taken during these meetings. As outlined in the previous section of this chapter many ad hoc 
meetings had to be held with the project authorities to discuss the need for urgent decisions. 
Despite efforts on the part of UNDP and UNIDO decisions to revise project budgets to meet 
unforeseen requirements took a long time. 

216. It is unfortunate that the evaluation did not take place late 1990 or early 1991 as originally 
decided. Evaluations are not only carried out to assess the achievement of project objectives they 
are also useful in analyzing factors impeding project progress in producing outputs and can help 
resolve implementation protlems before they seriously affect project cost-effectiveness and 
sustainability. 
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III. PROJECT RESULTS 

217. The project was to assist in setting up a demonstration plant designed and equipped for 
the purpose of improved technology for the manufacture of hard borosilicate glassware of 
international standard quality and for the closely related purpose of training national staff in the 
correct application of these technologies. The status of outputs required to achieve project 
objectives are summarized below. 

Output 1 (a) Primary Formin& Section3 

1. Raw material and batch preparation unit. Raw Material Batching. This section 
includes 5 silos for the storing of raw materials, each silo is equipped with a 
discharge screw con verger feeding to a central elute and an electric scale below the 
chute to weigh each type of raw material. There is an overhead electric hoist to 
raise the raw materials to the platform on top of the silos to load raw materials into 
the silos. 
This section is not complete: Control cabinet for screw conveyors and electronic 
scale and cabling between scale and control cabinet to be installed. The control 
cabinet is in the store. 

Hoisting container for raising raw materials not on site; 
Container for collecting and weighing raw materials not on site. 

The mixing section comprises a rotary high speed mixer complete with skip hoist 
to mix the raw materials. The following needs to be completed: 

the machine is to be connected electrically; 
outlet chute to be fabricated and installed; 
container and trolley to collect material and transfer to furnace not on site. 

Sand dryer and vibrating sand filter on site and operational. Small cullet crusher 
also on site. 

2. Glass meltin& section. Continuous electrically fired furnace for melting of 
borosilicate glass down to 32-33 • 10·1 cm/cm/0 c (pyrex quality). A two ton/day 
all electric furnace comprising of the following sections is almost completely 
installed: 

Batch Hopper and Screw Char&er including a skip hoist to feed the raw materials 
into a bopper and screw charger with level control for feeding the raw material 
into the melting section of the furnace. 

To be completed includes: 
an access stairway to the top of the batch hopper and platform to hopper 
gate wl:.ich would need to be fabricated; 
the operating mechanism for the ga~e on the hopper is missing; 
electric wiring to level control to be checked; 
electrodes and thermocouples to be installed including connection with 
control instrumentation; 
in a few places holes still need to be drilled in order to be able to insert 
electrodes and/or thermocouples. 

Wjnd coolin& section includes an electric driven fan, galvanized steel duct, 12 
flexible ducts with nooles and two steel pipe manifolds. The installation is virtually 

3 Stalur. of outpuu under Primary Forming Section taken from Technical Aueumen1 Report by SGS dated October 
1993. 
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complete except for the following: 

starter to be purchased for the fan to be installed and connected, electric 
cable is lying in the trench; 
one flexible duct to be clamped to main ducting; 
the drawing shows a 50 mm manifold above melter, this has not been 
ia:stalled or was not required. The manifold is available in the store. 

Water coolin~ section is a closed circuit cooling system comprising pumps, air blast 
cooler and interconnecting piping with flow meters for each circuit and provides 
water to electrode holders, batch charger, throat water box, level control etc. 

The installation is virtually complete except for the following: 

installation of high temperature rubber flexible hoses betwet:o steel piping and the 
equipment lo be cooled the parts are in the store; 
due to the length of time the equipment has been standing, the inside of the steel 
piping is corroded. The complete system needs t<:> be flushed, cleaned and 
inspected. 

due to high humidity below the furnace all the electrical equipment will have to 
be examined and tested (motors flow switches etc.). Where necessary electrical 
equipment will have to be blow dried and in some instances replacement parts may 
be required. 

Heat Up System section consists of a portable burner system for the heat up of the 
furnace and includes: 

3 burners operating on oil and compressed air; 
air fan; 
nozzles, regulators and hoses. 

All the parts are in the store but needs to be checked. Burners, lance and manifold have 
to be assembled. The fan needs to be mounted on a mobile trolley which needs to be fabricated. 
The installation of the compressed air lines and fuel lines has to be completed. 

218. The furnace comprises melter, refiner, distributor and working ends. Each section of the 
furnace is equipped with heating elements (electrodes, radiants, and thermoco11ples) to control the 
temperature. The furnace requires the following: 

install electrodes, radiants and thermocouples and connect cabling. All electrodes, 
radiants and thermocouples are in the store, but the following is required: 
i) support plate for electrodes (fabricate locally); 
ii) terminals for electric cables for electrodes ~bich need to be purchased; 
iii) drilling machine and drill bits to make hole in refractors for the 

thermocouples to be brought by the supplier. 

install gathering hole in block in working ends which are in the store; 
close the opening in rear wall of melter materials are in the store; 
check and repair refractors and insulation because minor damage is evident; 
check and install missing jacking bolts and plates on binding steelwork which 
needs to be fabricated; 
close opening for overflow in working ends and install boxes ro collect overflow 
the materials are in the store; 
block up all openings after beat up. 
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3. Forming and blowing section with mechanized (semi-automatic) suction blow 
machine and simple press machine. This section comprises a hand fed glass press and blowing 
machine complete with moulds. The glass press is still in the packing case next to the annealing 
Lehr. the moulds are in the store and the blowing machine and moulds are in packing cases at the 
old factory. 

The two machines have to be placed in !'Osition, levelled. fixed lo the floor and connected 
electrically, with water and compressed air. Previously detected damage to the machine, during 
transit and subsequently repaired has to be checked and remedied if necessary. 

4. Annealing Lehr Section corresponding to the capacity of the furnace. The 
annealing lehr is complete 14.5 m long and has a 1 m wide stainless steel belt. The machine has 
been cold commissioned and needs to be hot commissioned when the furnace is also commissioned. 

The machine is complete except for a co!Ilpressed air supply to operate the doors at the 
feed end. The air line is next lo the machine and only needs to be connected. It is recommended 
that some tables will be required at the discharge and of the machine for examination and packing 
of finished products. 

5. The auxiliary services comprise power generation and supply, compressed air and 
fuel supply. Power generation and supply - a 700 kva diesel generator has been placed in 
generator building the supports need lo be removed, the unit needs to be levelled and bolted to 
the floor, the generator should have been placed so that the radiator is next to the louvers in the 
wall to allow hot air to exhaust. 

219. The generator should be rotated 180° or, lcuvers should be fitted on to the two steel doors 
of the building. The diesel tank has to be connected to the generator, i.e. feed line and return line. 
In the transformer house, the diameter of the holes in the current transformers are to small to pass 
over its power cables, therefore new transformers are required. It is not clear whether an 
automatic turn on and shot off system is in place and/or has been checked whether it works, and 
wherher the power from the generator will also provide electricity to other essential equipment 
(emergency lighting etc.) to enable the plant to keep operating. 

220. Compressed air is required for the furnace to heat up system, press and blowing machines 
and annealing lehr. The air receiver is in position and the air supply line from receiver to factory 
is installed. The air compressor is in the store. this must be placed and fixed in position, connected 
electrically and fitted with relevant filter, water drain, valves, gauges and pipework. 

221. Fuel supply is required to heat up system, the main supply line has been installed but must 
be completed, i.e. interconnecting piping, valves and quick couplings to the thret: burners. 

222. Much of the equipment have been subjected to rain water spray and high humidity. To 
a large extent the deterioration may be cosmetic but remedial work is necessary. Particular 
attention must be paid to the electrical/electronic components of the installation. 

223. Overall most of the installation has been completed and the equipment and parts required 
to be installed are in the store at the factory except for a few items to be purchased locally. At the 
moment, however, the project is at a standstill du'! to a lack of agreement on should or is 
responsible to complete the work still outstanding. 

224. Not covered in the SGS report is the condition of the quality testing laboratory the 
equipment !iUpplied has not been operationalized and training will be required to get the 
laboratory into operation. Moreover, the mechanical and electrical workshops and mould room arc 
not set up in accordance with the instructions of the CT A. 

225. The process line once operational will undergo a performance guarantee test with the 
f(lllowing production parameters: 



Type of product 
Erlenmeyor 1000 cc 
Beaker 1000 cc 
Serum bottle 500 cc 
Small Flask 125 cc 
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Ouantity/shi ft Weight/ Unit 
400 
400 

1,200 
l,000 

Total production three shifts/day= 1,806 kg. 

Total weight/ shift/ Kg 
245 gr. 98 
200 gr. 80 
270 gr. 324 
100 gr. 100 

602 kg 

Output l (b) Secondary Formin& Section, including Output 1 (c) Calibration and Control Section 

226. 25 working places for glass blowing, i.e. finalization and/or assembly of more or less 
complicated glass apparatuses based on blown and ;nessed ware form the primary forming section. 
Imported pyrex tubing and during a transition period soft borosilicate tubing of local, manual 
manufacture is available. The section carries out manual operations such as drawing, blowing, 
bending, setting, fitting, but also includes mechanical cutting, grinding and equipment handling 
as well as intermittent and final annealing. 

227. Results achieved are partial since the furnace bas yet to produce pyrex quality glass and 
the press and blowing machines are not yet installed and the annealing lebr bas not been 
commissioned. That part of the secondary forming section output which specified that glassware 
would be produced using glass from the primary forming section will only be possible when the 
primary section is commissioned. However, a secondary forming section has been established 
which is capable of performing the operations listed under this output. However, the capaciry has 
not been established in that only 15 burners can be used at any one time and only 10 blowers have 
been trained in contrast to the target number of 25. All the equipment specified by the project 
and later modified by mutual agreement have been delivered and installed. From March 1991 
onwards final glass products are being produced from glass tubes purchased by the project from 
the United Kingdom. Commercial operations of the section started October 1991. At the time of 
the evaluation the section was producing handblown medical apparatuses for export to Japan. By 
chance the Manager of the Japanese Company visited the plant during the evaluation. He 
expressed his complete satisfaction with the products of HSGW. The products, however, are rather 
simple to make by well trained glass blowers. The comparative advantage that HSGW had 
according to the Japanese manager v.as that the cost of handblown glass was low due to the 
extremely low salaries paid to the workers. Moreover, handblown glass is hardly produced in 
Japan anymore because of high labour costs and unwillingness of Japanese workers to carry out 
such manual work. 

22~. It is difficult to provide a detailed assessment of what has ueen accomplished in setting 
up the secondary forming section since the experts terminal report does not assess achievements 
as against what was planned in the project, in clear terms. 

229. A glass blowing workshop was set up, however, as already mentioned the number of 
workers and burners which can be operated at any one time is less than planned. This task has 
only been partly completed. Training on the job bas been conducted which consisted of practical 
and theoretical work sessions. The trainees received instruction on modern glassblowing and 
calibration technologies. What exactly they were trained to oo, and what their capabilities are now 
was not addressed in the experts report. However, the few glass bloNers 6-7 who were busy filling 
the Japanese order appeared to be highly skilled. 

230. The expert was also to introduce quality consciousness in the manufacturing process 
including control procedures and standards. The expert is silent on what he has achieved in this 
respect, except in all his reports he continually complains that he had difficulty installing a safety 
consciousness amongst the workers. This of course is related to quality concerns and may indicate 
that a high level of quality consciousness may be still lacking. The expert was able to introduce 
new and improved designs but he remains silent on what they were. The secondary forming 
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section is comprised of: 

Saw machine - full use made 
Drilling machine - full use made 
Mini saw machine - full use maoe 
Horizontal grinding machine - full use made 
Dividing machine, for marking and linear division - further training is required to make 
full use of machines 
Pentograph, most modern design for lettering o;:a glass - recently installed, performs 
alequately, more training may be required. 
Illuminated magnifier - full use possible 
Kocken furnace - up to 800 degrees centigrade, works well 
Heraeus FU 60/100-650 furnace - suitable for larger production up to 650 degrees celsius. 
SMIT - reportedly works well 
Gas plant - basically a disaster, shoddy materials and performing below specifications 
Compressor - after some initial problems is working well 
Oxygen generator - after some initial problems is working well 
Glass lathe, with 8" bore spindle - the existing gas plant cannot handle the pressure 
required, bottled ga~ has to be used. 
Glass lathe with 80 mm bore spindle. 
Burners - Thueringian model. 
Burners as above but horizontal design. 
Glassblowtable - made from stainless pipe and steel covered plywood tops with gas, 
oxygen and air lines installed. 

231. A practical training course for glassblowers in two volumes and a training instruction 
manual was prepared for all equipment on site. The secondary forming section could be made 
more commercially viable if equipment from another glass project could be transferred to this one. 
Repeated efforts have been made to do this with no success so far. The other project is not 
operaticg well and is underequipped. The expert was of the opinion that only by combining the 
equipment of both projects can a commercially viable production be made possible. 

232. To avoid a very possible explosion it was recommended in the strongest terms to use bottle 
propane gas instead of the project supplied gas plant which cannot supply an adequate supply of 
gas anyhow. 

Output 2 

233. Some products have been developed based on hard borosilicate tubing provided by the 
project and a few of them are already being sold to customers. Moulds for four machines made 
items (serum bottle, petri dish and c1Jver and stop cock) have been produced for use during 
commissioning. However, the main activities related to this output cannot be initiated before the 
start of indigenous hard borosilicate production. The target of 10 new designs and prototypes of 
volumetric equipment as well as 20 types of analytical or processing equipment of more 
complicated design will not be reached by this project. 

Output 3 

234. A decision was takPo by the first TPR meeting on 16 February 1990 to suspend the 
establishment of a mobile repair and service unit. 

Output 4 

235. A comprehensive analysis of the economic feasibility of an expansion of the production 
of scientific hard borosilicate glassware cannot be initiated before a stable flow of production has 
been reached in the pilot plant. 
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Commissioning Pro&ramme 

236. The backstopping officer met with the furnace supplier and t:ie CT A in the United 
Kingdom to develop a detailed action plan lo break a stalemate in the project concerning who is 
responsible for what in complering the preparatory work before the commissioning programme 
can start. This meeting resulted in a very detailed list of action required dated 11 August 1992, 
which was then sent to HSGW for comments. 

237. In response a letter to the UCO dated 20 October 1992, the management of HSGW agreed 
with a majority of the items which need to be completed by them before commissioning can start. 
However, there were quite a number of important items which either HSGW did not fully 
understand or agree to. Two letters, dated 29 October from the CT A and 28 October from AFT 
gave their reaction to UNIDO's backstopping officer who passed on their letters to the NPD. Both 
parties expressed their lack of comprehension on why at this late stage there should be any 
misunderstanding. 

238. In the opinion of the evaluation team the lone and content of these responses indicate that 
patience had run out. It was unfortunate that the backstopping officer simply passed on these 
letters HSGW without analyzing and synthesizing their technical points in a separate document. 
The counterparts had enough difficulty understanding and finding out how to do all the 
preparatory work expected of them without having to decipher two uncoordinated letters 
criticizing their lack of understanding. This episode clearly indicated to the evaluators th2t the 
project has reached a standstill and that there was an urgent need for the backstopping officer to 
negotiate in great detail a workable list of pending activities with HSGW and then the CT A and 
AFT. This was done with HSGW during the second week of the evaluation when the backstopping 
officer arrived to resolve this problem. A similar negotiation is also required with the suppliers. 

239. It is the opinion of the evaluators that the detailed commissioning work plan prepared by 
the backstopping officer with collaboration of the CT A and AFT does not correctly delineate 
between those actions required to prepare the facilities and set up the equipment, as compared to 
the actions required to start-up commissioning performance tests and the actions required to 
complete the final acceptance. The suggested plan of action appears to be one sided in favor of 
the supplier where it will be too easy for the supplier to say that HSGW has not complied with 
their obligations and commissioning is therefore not possible. Whereas AFT would most likely not 
share this opinion. 

240. However, everyone agrees that the preparation and start-up should be a joint activity of 
the HSGW engineers and the suppliers technical staff. The test and acceptance has legal 
implications and definitely requires an objective third party who witnesses the quantity and 
quality of production inputs and outputs. Another important aspect is the laboratory which 
conducts the tests these inputs and outputs. It is questionable whether the existing laboratory will 
be able to carry out the tests required. 

241. The commissioning work plan drafted by the CT A, UNIDO and AFT (see para. 236) is 
detailed and quite alarming when one considers all the actions which still have to be completed 
before the actual commissioning programme can start. The NPD after having studied the 
programme in detail had questions on the following work plan items. The NPD questions and the 
responses of the CT A and AFT are provided in matrix following this section. 

Para. 
1.2.4 Construct hand rails on upper platform to drawings in drawing file; 

1.4.1 Comple~~ outstanding drilling for all thermocouple holes; 

1.6.5 Fill water system and drain from suitable points to ensure the system is thoroughly 
flushed out. Check and repair any leaks and ensure valves arc working correctly. Only 
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when clean water is passing should the drains be closed and the system bled as detailed in 
vendors manuals; 

1.6.6 Ensure that all electrical connections to dual pump station and blast coolers are 
complete and test to ensure motors are working correctly; 

1.7.l Complete primary cabling to furnace fan including fitting of starter box. Test out 
to ensure the motor is rotating in the correct direction; 

1.7.2 Complete primary cabling for the burner system blower including temporary 
positioning of the blower. Test out to ensure the motor is rotating in the correct direction; 

1.8.6 Generally check that all connections in all transformers are correctly made and 
ensure that the system is ready for energizing; 

2. Check and complete all electrical primary systems; 

3. Clean, check and oil all parts including electrical system; 

4.2.1 Install all screw conveyors, including drives, electrical supply etc. Test out screw 
conveyors to ensure that the screws are rotating in the correct direction; 

4.2.3 Install weighing platform including cabling to load all; 

4.3 (4.3.3) Construct hole in wall adjacent to mixer to allow access to the control panel 
and drives. (4.3.4) Make electrical connections to the mixing unit and hoist. Ensure that 
the equipment is working properly. N .B. Relevant manuals must be consulted at this stage; 

4.4 Construct frame and safety platform for crusher and connect electrically; 

4.5.2 Construct 6 borrows for transport of raw materials from bins around the factory; 

5 + 6 Install, connect, fill, clean etc. press and suck/blow machine; 

9.1 + 9.2 Install diesel tank, fit diesel pumps, run diesel line, fill diesel tank, ensure 
guarantee supply of fuel; 

9.4 Install second compressor, check all systems. 

242. The following matrix is provided to provide a documented picture of the 
misunderstandings presently prevailing between HSGW, the CT A and AFT. It also provides 
evidence that the project is quite far away from being able lo commission the plant. 

Letter f..- NPD Lcuer rrom CT A tct•F..-APT 
...... 2.10.ttn daled 21.6.1992 datal 21.10.1992 

1.2.4 does not u11dcrsta11d 1imple request ror railing widaia HSGW capability 

1.4.1 Need loaFr bica for lnc:orrec:t. drilling slopped due to Partly illcor"d worked stopped 
tllermocouple driUin&o AFI' lut bil wear. will be c:ompleled by bccaua wnr in bias, problem of 
miuioa aor suc:ecaCol AFT during next million drill JCllinl wet, wsl1 utc air 

compressed drill 

1.6.S Water npply not booked up to This 11andard c:hec:k for Operacia& inacruc:rion1 arc: i1I 
elc:ctrodu, APT haYc not adequate Oow, leaks CIC, supply Vc:ndon Manual 1«tioll 3, 
4'beclccd rccircutariOn cwlina 10 electrodes can be short Volume3 
system, 110 operational circuited to teal remaining 
in1truetlot1'1 HSGW cunot fill sy11em 
sy"C:ID 
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LcttufnmNPD Lcttetfl09 CTA Leta flam AFT 
.. led 2.10.1"2 .. led 21.6.1992 daecd D:IG.1992 

1.6_6 Electrical C011ac:ctiou to mot0n Why? This is simple check. well lrHSGW unable todow&ll aced 
to dual pumps station aad blaat wullin staff capab1hty. has staff :o be completed during 
moltr completed, A.FT will eeed npability changed' tomtniasiolling pqranamc 
to •it11C$S tunaillg tltem OD additiollal time will be req•ittd 

by AFT stair 

1-7-1 AFr's operation iutnactioa Primary cabling does not require Ir HSGW tanable to do will aced 
required llere so as to aYOid AfT"s instruction. needs to be coraplr:tcd d•ring 
possible btakdowa clarificarion tominissioaing programme 

additioaal rime will be Rqaift:d 
by AFT sratr 

1-7_:? Oil supply to funwce bltraer Why? Routine electrical test If HSGW aeal>lc to do will need 
system not completed. tatiag to applied to all motors. if help to be com pie led during 
casun: mo tars are rota till1 ill tllc need will require payment to C0111111islioein& progrmmme 
cortttt diftctioe ~·ires AFT AFT additiollal tiiae will be required 
instnct~ oa site by Af'T5tdf 

1-8_6 C•rmu uutfonDhlg riap oC Already discussed on ;ite by Already diStoYC'led about nags. 
small size, callJIOt na two 240 F!etcber. he will band carry a aatofllate ol transfonner aot 
111m2 rabbet cablcs lllroagla larger grommet workinJ aeeds darificatioa wiD 
tbrm, automate of trmnsformer install correct size 
docs aot work. APT alreadJ 
iaformed llOllliag scat 

2 Rcganting electrical primary E>cctrical connection circuits lee COllllllCDl5 1.6.6 
system, HSGW has run au cable were included and delivered •i1h 
needed from llOl!rce aad the mixer and crusher and like 
electrical paacl to nery the screw conveyors ind scales. 
equipment pmitioll, tbc mppJy arc in case simple. if they arc too 
ol AFT aad afterwata acecl5 '° complicated for HSGW electrical 
be en111iacd by AFr, Bccaua staff. then AFT will have to 
the mixer, electrical sea~ actc"fr "pend unbudgcttcd time ... etc_ 
cooveyors aad cullct ctullacr 
without aay imtructiotts 

3 The Lehr bu bcea iutallc:d io Lehr was installed under on-site Do not uadcntand the purpose 
accordance with manufacturets instructions by suppliers cl HSGW statement, HSGW nor 
imtnactiOns. altllouglt COid supervisor. there was no ability beiq uked to tab responsibility 
commiaioocd rlle hot to either cold or hot ror tbe Lehr, only to cany out 
commissiotiin& eotald not be commissioning as no clcc1ricity relllCdasl work 
carried out, HSGW have supply was available. in any case 
discuucd •itb AFT more than needs 10 be done prior to 
OD", HSGW will AOt tab production when full wirh hot 
rupoosibility ror flle Lehr uulc:u glass products_ The Lehr 
ho! commissiooin& is f111filled by supplier agreed to commission 
AfT just prior to production use. this 

was made clear 10 HSGW in the 
presence of suppliers supervisor. 
AFT is nor responsible for hot 
commissioning 

4.2.l Sc1cw conveyors are installed Why is AFT's presence required ICC comment 1.6.6 
AFT needs to npemse start-up unless HSGW zrc confirming 
10 ensure moton arc rotating in that their electrical staff arc 
correct direction incapable. if this is so then AFT 

I will have 10 spend -··etc. 
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LctafnmNPD Letter from CTA LctafnmAPT 
dated 2.10.1"2 datal 21.6.1992 -~ 2Llo.t"2 

4.2.3 HSGW awa1tiag AFT Already known and agreed sc:e coemcat 1.6.6 
installatioa ud opuating dunn' At-T·s last mlSSIOft c1Cttp1 
iestnctioas oa ~trial seaJc:s. ror basic wiring which HSGW 
currinll supply from COlllfM'rct' should complete. computer 
to tbe scales aad from di:ctrical cabhng •ill be brought by AFT 
system to scale dectricaJ paacts oa nut visit as agreed. if HSGW 

are incapable then AFT will 
ha"-c to spend ... etc .. on tbc 
other band this may be • c;asc or 
HSGW trying to uoid buying 
cable locally in hope that 
l.."'.\100 or AFT •ill supply this 
instead or HSGW 

4.3 HSG W bu completely iastallcd Tbc position or the bole in the nae bole ia tJac wall is to allow 
tile mixillg eqaipmau followia& ••II does not need precision access to tlae aner coatrol palld 
AfTs duip. HSGW ~ llOl location. as was pointed out to alld drha allele art all visible, 
~ exact politioe ol bole ill HSGW by AFT during bis last HSGW cu make a bole as big as 
tltc wan (ref. 4.3.3) aad deccrical visit a bole is required 10 enable tlley •isll proridcd tl!cy ha.ft 
C01111«tiou to adiag 111lit aad access for repair and aa:as to all rdtYaat parts 
lloist lla.-c 110t ~ made as maintenance. Ibis is certainly 
tlleir layouts laawe aot ltcca not possible now. tbc wiring 
rccci.-cd scheme for tbc mixer was 

provided ;and arrived with mi1Ccr 
several months ago. if HSGW 
have mislaid this. or if their 
electrical Slaff are inc;ap;able or 
£ollowing it lhcn AFT will bavc 
... CIC. 

4.4 The exi5tiag cnshcr a111 hardly Incomprehensible. Why. m;any HSGW shottld cltcck maauals 
meet the rcquircmeacs ol a two months artcr its agreed ordering and ascenaill the maaufacturiag 
ton/day faniaa:, HSOW W'Ollld and delivery do HSGW now com111C11U rdatiag to tllovgb pat, 
like AFT to 111gest a sohatioa consider the crusher unsuitable? crasllcn SCA'iciq l.argc plants 

AFT gave advice on its arc: IOf patticlalarty large 
positioning and access to feed ii 
during last visil. references or 
being 100 small and 3 dm3 tray 
are not understood. please 
rephasc and uplain and then 
full consideration can be given 10 
any problem 

4.S.2 Coftsttuc&.ion ol I wheel barrow Tbe original barrow was made Cca\111C11ts are grossly inaccurate, 
Still requires difcllssioa bc\wcca against CTA advice by HSGW the fi.rst barrow wu slloddily 
HSGW and AFT prior to and rejected by AFT on the built tbc accond works very well, 
constructioa ao as to a90id a grounds or design. materials. howeYCr, altu furrber discussion 
third railure despite A.FI' advice appalling construction and witli tile CfA it was decidc:d rbat 

deplorable workmanship. the a larger barrow would be 
second one made under AFT aeccuary for utual mi11ing area 
supervision and advice was oaly, tbia slaould be a larger 
acceptable and worked, AFT 'ffnioe cl the suond saccesdul 
deall with this during lhe last barro-, APT will pnwidc 1 

visit but ii appears lhal •ill drawing 
have 10 be covered again during 
the next 
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LctmfftleNPD Lener from CTA Letter 6ae AFI" 
dated 2.10..1992 dated 21.6.1992 daleld Zl..lG..1992 

s The prus matltioe iastallation lncorncl. lns:rucuons and ICHS<iW arc 111aable to complete 
rcq111ircs H expert from tbc specsal oils: fluids .. ere supphed it will bawc to be done during 
111acb1nr 111aavfac-111ru to aYOid w11h the machines i,y other rommiasioaiag addi1ioaal time 
vaforuua problem$ suppliers and s1ntt then the sllould be a1'°"1cd for AFT 10 

CTA provided de1uls of scrv1tts direct OI' COIUl'Ut pcrsoancl to 
nttded on site. this was later klJ.' c-ocnplcte 
repeated by AFT on C.TA"s 
behalf. unless HSGW carry ou1 
connections and fill tile 
reservoirs .. uh •ppropriaie fluids 
rorrcc1ly as onginally agrttd 
then 1be suppliers .. in hne 10 
spend unplanned ume during 
and o.i1of1bc •lrcady short 
rommissaoning umc •llocatcd. if 
HSGW is incapable of doing this 
then AFT .. ill have to spend ... 
CIC. 

6 S111ck/blow aaaclliac: the ume n 
items 

9.l + To f1111ly install naad-by As staled no1 true. When AFT HSGW llne llOC been asked to 
9.2 gcaerator awaiu C%J!Ul discussed wilb HSGW during commission gcacraror merely to 

iutnu:tiou, the atimiued dicld last v1Sil lhc problem .. as not complete otllcr wort Rquircd 
coasumptioa ms aot been expressed as one of lack o( prior co commissiolliag. diesel 
ptOYided to HSGW. makiag it knowledge of quan1i1ics and couumptioa •• sllOw1l ia 
ditTicult to raicrve fllld consumption. ins1ruc1ion. 0pcntiag manual 

information c1c .. all of which had 
been supplied bul • concern a.id 
surprise on HSGW"s pul 1ha1 ii 
.. as a luge quantity or diesel 
fuel and its cost 10 them for 
which they arc responsible 10 
ensure pro1cc1ion C'f capital 
equipment and maintenance or 
safety. docs HSGW s1ill have 
01her doubls. if so please detail 
lbcm as they do no1 read 
correctly as they stand 

9.4 HSGW has rccciftd a seroad Concerning 1hc compressor AFT sugatcd bat position for 
compressor bu1 without a concerns were basically shared second comprcaor was adjaccal 
prc11ure stabilizing taall:, AFT and cons1ruc1ivc advice given 10 to tile firsl, HSGW alterntiwc is 
would like iAstall acxr ro the HSGW. lc11cr closes wi1h an accept• blc, let rer clOKS by 
firsc oae bul tbere is aol eaov&h ex press ion or concern 1 hai sayin& 11111 project atatus 
spaa:, in addition the air lines HSGW appear to have decided entirely dictated by fuads 
from the house to rbe pres1 aad that 1hcy arc no1 only much less evalla111e ror completin& the 
1uck/blow machines aad Lehr compe1cn1 !ban first assured 10 project, iCHSOW arc unable ro 
will aeed to be very loo&. us but also that they arc by complete the works lisrcd i11 the 
rosisidcration on a 1lrcrcativc themselves incapable or carrying co11u11il5iol\in& pr0&1ammc. then 
solution is sought Oul the s1mplcs1 1asks. if 1h1s is the only 1lrcrnative is for APT IO 

correct ii bodes ill for 1hc direct contract perlOOncl to give 
operation and fulurc and safely additional asais1ancc, this will be 
of 1hc highly sophisricalcd impouiblc within the cxisring 
mcl1ing equipment financial co11suainrs 
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IV. ACHIEVEMENT OF THE IMMEDIATE OBJECTIVE~ 

Present Status 

243. Much time (about 2 years) was wasted on a single item: specification, selection and 
procurement of a stand-by generator. Times were also wasted on many minor disagreements: tools, 
capacity of the cullet crusher and that of the petrol-solvent gas generator. absence or late delivery 
of documentation and information on equipment items, etc. 

244. The status of the plant installation has been repeatedly assessed and reported by U NIDO 
in June 1992 based on the visit of made to the project site and the UNDP contracted monitoring 
mission of the Societe Generale de Surveillance (SGS) in September 1993. These findings are 
accurate and remain true with the execution of item LI below. 

245. Secondary forming workshop. This secondary forming workshop which carries out the 
finishing of glass products and machine-blows goods from glass tubes is in operation. Its facilities 
have been instrumental in meeting the goods ordered from a Japanese client for export. 

246. Glass plant. However, the ereclion works in the main production plant are yet not finished. 
With the execution of the press, the blower and the furnace, the erection of all other machineries 
are essentially completed but the connection to the utilities supply lines (i.e. electricity, 
compressed air and water) are yet to be made. Since the plant is not yet ready to run, no 
immediate and development objectives of the project have been achieved. The production process 
is organized into 4 sections. 

247. 1. Primary Formin& Section 

1.1 Sand preparation There are a vibrating bed for sand separation and a coal based
fluidized bed dryer. Both items are of Vietnam design and manufacture. The installation of these 
items is complete and is already operational. 

1.2 Raw material batchin& There are a small cullet crusher, a micro-computer controlled 
weighing/batching installation and a rotary mixer. They are all erected but electric supply cablrs 
and control switches are yet to be completed. 

248. 2. Glass mehin& section This is the core section of the plant with an electric glass 
melting furnace. It is the very item which defines all other aspects of the production: production 
output and quality of finished glass, productivity, cost-competitiveness, etc. While its frame 
structure, most of the refractory laying and part of the electric wiring and air/water piping arc 
installed, the heating system of this furnace is yet lo be completed. 

249. 3. f,JZrming and blowing section There are 2 machine items in this section: a press 
and an old HSGW blowing machine which was sent by the project to an engineering shop in UK 
to be repaired and refurbished. Both items are not installed and still remain in packing cases. 

250. 4. Annealin& Lehr section This is covered by a single equipment item, the lehr 
machine. It is installed. Only the compressed air and electric utilities need to be connected. 

251. Utilities supply and maintenance facjli~ Question was raised with regard to the 
correctness of the stand by generator positioc ·..-ithin its building. The exhaust outlet of its engine 
is yet to be put on. All other utilities supply facilities (air compressor, water and fuel supply) are 
completed and ready to be connected to the production machineries. 

252. Because of the technological features of the furnace, the production plant will operate 
around the cloclc: with 3 shirts a day, and 7 days a week. Consequently, a workshop, to be 
equipped with Governmenl (HSGW) supplied basic machine· tools, is required to provide on site 
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repair services. No installation work had been performed yet, but the national counterpart clearly 
indicated that all equipment items are available and are ready to be installed at immediate notice. 

Suppliers' Warranty 

253. Since the plant is not operational, not a single item of the equipment supplied by UNIDO 
had been test-run and commissioned. Each item was ordered from a separate 
manufacturer/supplier. UNIDO relies mostly on AFT services for sourcing, on its advises for 
specification and selection, and on its assistance in negotiating the conditions of sales including 
warranty and commissioning procedures, etc. Because of the long delays which have occurred 
since the delivery, the unfinished installation and, thus, the long idling of the equipment items, 
it is not clear whether these suppliers continue lo abide by the original warranty clauses. This 
needs to be reconfirmed and/or renegotiated and the commissioning procedures will ha,,·e to be 
established accordingly. 

Workplan 

254. UNIDO had prepared, since Septembe1 1992, a draft paper with detailed list of activities 
to be undertaken to complete the plant installation and to proceed with the final commissioning 
of the machineries. Although substantive comments and suggestions were repeatedly exchanged 
between the HSGW and the executing agency, no definite work plan had been agreed and little 
progress was achieved. While each task is well specified, the reading of the draft paper tend to 
suggest that HSGW would have to carry out all work planned, there are no indication of shared 
liabilities and responsibilities, either explicit or implicit, from the suppliers. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

255. The design, and appraisal of this project were time consuming and were subject to many 
controversies among the 3 parties involved. Even the course of its implementation was changed 
many times and in many ways. The Government parties were mostly concerned with the hardware 
side of the technology and was strongly confident about its economic cost-effectiveness and the 
capacities of the national implementing agency (HSGW) to bring the project to a successful 
conclusion. On its side, UNDP was striving to ensure that its resources not be used for industrial 
scale and commercial investment purposes. Ul'ilDO did not seem to stand firm and steady neither 
with regard to the choice of production technology nor to the capacity of the furnace. The 
executing agency was heavily relying upon the advises of consultants who were mostly 
experienced in industrial undertakings and not in development projects. Perhaps, also the absence 
of an integrated plant design concept was a major loop hole which had caused most of the delays 
and problems or implementation. 

256. According to the approved design, the project was aimed at introducing a new industrial 
technology by: 

(i) its hardware. The AFT designed furnace is the very first electric glass melting to 
operate in this country. 

(ii) its end-products. This will be the only plant in Vietnam to produce hard 
borosilicate glass (PYREX type quality). It may target at producing either scientific 
glassware or heat resistant consumer glassware. 

257. Despite of 2 consulting missions undertaken long ago in the course or preparatory 
assistance, considerations of cost -e ff ecti veoess, product competitiveness and marketing were never 
studied. Likewise, the process of imparting management practices was not designed and that of 
transferring technological knowledge was only partially covered through few training fellowships. 

258. The feasibility of the project would have not become a critical issue if the Government 
had not shifted to a national economic management driven by market mechanisms. In the current 
environment of natioeal policies and strategies applicable to public sector economic enterprises, 
and the current state of market development of Vietnam, it is nearly impossible for HSGW to 
operate the production plant of VIE/80/030 within the constraints and criteria of financial 
viability. 

259. As it now slands, with the exception of the secondary forming section, none of the stated 
immediate objectives of the project was reached, because the neither the erection of the 
production plant nor the installation of the quality control laboratory bad been completed. If 
support from UNDP, UNIDO and Government were to be withdrawn now, HSGW would not be 
in a position to realize planned capacities nor can sustainability be assured of installed capacities. 
Since HSGW would face arduous and complex problems to bring the facility to full operational 
conditions and to sustain its business in the new market driven economy. 
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Vl.RECOM MEND A TIONS 

260. From Lhe engineering standpoint, the bulk of the plant erection had been done. With the 
exce.,tion of the furnace, the installation can be completed by HSGW with liule external 
assistance. On the other hand, the furnace must be completed under the direct supervision and 
responsibility of its supplier, AFT (UK). In light o~ the large investment already incurred by the 
Government and UNDP on this project, the mission is firmly convinced that support and technical 
assistance should not be terminated now. The project may be continued in either of the 3 
following scenarios: 

(i) to complete only the installation of the furnace, 

(ii) up to the completion of the installalion of the whole production plant, or 

(iii) until the production facilities are completed, and the lransfer of production skills 
and management capacities be achieved. 

Prereguisites for Continuation 

261. Because of the nature of the melling technology chosen, the continuation of this project 
with HSGW may nol be possible unless the following prerequisites will be met: 

working capital is to be made available for HSGW to ensure constant supply of raw and 
consumable materials, the payment of utilities supplies, wages and other costs of 
production. According to a rough estimate made by the HSGW management team, and if 
given a 3-month security margin, this would amount to about VN Dong 6,000,000,000. 

the relationship between Hanoi People's Commiuee and HSGW management needs to be 
greatly reformed. Currently, the management of HSGW operates within the strict policy 
guidelines and control of Hanoi People's Committee, although the Government had 
adopted new policy and practices with regard to the slate management of economic 
activities, particularly the business development of state enterprises: (i) full autonomy of 
enterprise management including such matters as personnel administration, financial and 
plant management, procurement, pricing policies and marketing, and (ii) reorganization 
of capital and management structure, for instance. 

Leadership in Project Manair.ement 

262. Until now, too many problems and unsolved issues have occurred and impeded effective 
implementation. This was due to the confused sharing of responsibilities between too many parties 
(NPD, UNIDO, CT A, AFT, etc.), particularly in project management. The evaluation mission 
recommends that a clear and strong leadership must now be instituted to take control of work and 
resources planning, day-to-day management of implementation, and be accountable of the overall 
results of the project. The NPD would be the right nomination for this position. 

Suppliers' Contract Warranty 

263. It is recommended that UNIDO seek clarification from each of the equipment suppliers 
about the validity/conditions of their warranty clauses. Acceptance and/or terms of negotiation 
will be promptly prepared after careful analysis by : (i) UNIDO's procurement and legal 
departments, and (ii) HSGW possibly with the assistance of in -country expert. 

How to Complete the Production Plant 

264. Work p!ap fl is recommended that a comprehensive work plan be established. This would 
require that HSGW and UNIDO revise the list of the remaining tasks to complete the plant 
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installation. The wcrk plan will specify each task, the resources requirements (i.e. manpower 
including expert services, tools, materials, etc.), cost implication (VN Dong if n.ational inputs, US 
Dollars if exter02l inputs) the implementation and supervising parties, time schedules (start/end 
dates), etc. A PERT type task management plan should be drawn up accordingly. 

265. Preparation for start up Complete lists of raw and consumable materials, tools and 
material handling equipment, manpower repair and quality control service facilities, etc. have 
already been prepared. It is recommended that HSGW ensure that these are all available within 
the conditions of acce~ibility and quality as specified. 

Scenario Ci): to complete only the installation of the furnace 

266. Based on the work plan above, HSGW will undertake the tasks required to finish the 
installation of all equipment items, (except the furnace), repair facilities, energy, water and 
compressed air supplies, prepare the production and maintenance manning plans and organize the 
supply of raw and consumable materials for the start up of the plant. When all these tasks will be 
completed by HSGW, UNIDO will require that AFT come to finish the installation of the furnace, 
thereafter to start up and proceed with the performance commission test of the furnace. 

Scenario (ii): up to the completion of the physical installation of the production plant 

267. In this scenario, UNDP/UNIDO may assist HSGW to complete the plant installation to 
ensure full reliability through the services of specialized contractors available in Vietnam: 
electrical installation specialists; programmers and micro-processor control specialists; analytical 
instrumentation specialists; etc. 

268. Terms of reference In this scenario, the Terms of Reference for AFT contract will need 
to be redrafted carefully. Based upon the work plans above, and the renewed conditions of 
warranty of the suppliers, UNIDO will prepare, in consultation with HSGW, the revised terms of 
reference for the contract services of AFT (UK) to complete the installation of the furnace and 
batch- house, and subsequently to proceed with the performance test-run and final commissioning. 
This contract should encompass AFT services to verify the correctness and reliability of the 
installation works performed by national contractors of HSGW, and the assistance to ensure proper 
preparation for and start up of the plant. This AFT contract may also include the performance 
test-run and commissioning of other equipment items (rotary mixer, annealing le hr, press, blower, 
and stand by generator) if the suppliers of these machineries would agree so. 

Scenario (iii): until the production facilities are completed and the transfer of production 
skills and manaaement capacities be achieved 

269. This scenario extends beyond the scenario (ii) to include technical assistance for effective 
transfer of technology covering the services of a production/plant management expert with 
specialized experience in borosilicate glass production, and training abroad of selected managers: 
production, plant maintenance, marketing and quality control. 

Performance Test and Commjssjonina 

270. The mission recommends that the procedure of performance test and the criteria and 
conditions of equipment/plant commissioning be prepared with great care and details. From the 
discussion with HSGW engineers and managers, it is obvious that HSGW plant engineers know 
well what these procedures and conditions are to be. These ought to be firmly negotiated with 
U NIDO and AFT and be explicitly specified in the Terms of Reference indicated in paragraph 
268 above. 
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Sustainability 

271. As it now stands, it will not be feasible for HSGW to operate the production facilities 
outside of the strong financial support and economic protection of the State and the assurance that 
the central planning mechanism will continue to take care of its sales and distribution functions. 
In light of the comprehensive reforms of its economic management system, it is obvious that the 
Government will not provide these protective shelters. In other VJords, HSGW will have to strive 
to survive within the competitive dynamics of the market forces. 

272. Because of the investment it put up for the project, including the idling of high volumes 
of raw and consumable materials, it seems HSGW is encountering great cash flow problems. With 
an estimated production cost of about USS 2 to 3 per kilogram, the prices of the scientific 
glassware, when and if the new plant will be successfully completed, will be comparable to 
products (seemingly of lesser quality) imported from the neighbouring countries. However, these 
prices will be out of reach for the local research institutions, schools, vocational training centers, 
colleges and universities. Currently, HSGW has little marketing capacities both in terms of staff 
and market intelligence. Its management structure remains highly production oriented and not 
business development oriented. These 3 issues (cash flow. prices and marketing capacities) are the 
most immediate and critical problems facing HSGW. 

273. These cannot be readily and successfully resolved unless a complete overhau1ing of the 
company's structure combined with a recapitalization (including a sizeable injection of running 
capital), and be either totally detached from the Hanoi City People's Committee, or greatly 
autonomous from its control and involvement, or to be merged with another more business
capable and successful state enterprise. At the same time, it may strive at developing more 
commercial contracts with local and foreign buyers. A revamped statute and structure would help 
projecting a more dynamic and attractive business image of HSGW for these purposes. 

274. It may, also, request the assistance of the national authorities such as the State Committee 
for Cooreration and Investment (SCCI) and the State Planning Committee (SPC) to seek for 
foreign partnership, either (i) to identify foreign companies which would be interested in joint 
venture investment to bring the project facilities up to a full scale industrial capacity, or (ii) to 
enter into partnership agreement for marketing or management-cum-transfer of technology. 

Technical Assistance 

275. In the scenario (i), further assistance of UNDP may cover about 4-8 work/months of AFT 
services and provision for USS 25,000 worth of replacement parts. Total UNDP contribution 
would then amount to USS 85,000. 

276. In the scenario (iil, further assistance of UNDP will cover the assistance of an 
international expert in borosilicate glass production for 6 work/months (estimated at USS 60,000), 
the services of national consultants or consulting firms to completed the remaiuing installation of 
electrical/water/air supplies and micro-processor devices (estimated at USS 12,000), and full 
services from AFT to complete the furnace and to carry out the performance test and 
commissioning of all plant machineries (estimated by UNIDO at USS 250,000). Total UNDP 
contribution would then amount to USS 322,000). 

277. In the scenario Ciiil, it is recommended that, beyond and in addition to the services 
described in 276 above, UNDP would also provide a full time adviser to assist HSGW in 
establishing efficient production/plant management system and procedures, training of key 
production and marketing managers and facilities to seek/negotiate foreign partnership 
arrangements. UNDP contribution would cover the following: 

BL JO Personnel 
BL 11 1 senior adviser for 12 w/m 
BL 16 UNIDO Headquarters 

USS 120,000 
15,000 



BL 20 Subcontract 
Local contract/ installation 
Preparation of joint venture profiles 

BL 30 Training 
Fellowships (5-10 fellows) 
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Study Tours/joint-venture investment promotion 

BL 40 Equipment 
Expendable 
Non-expendable (AFT contract) 

BL 50 Miscellaneous 
GRAND TOTAL 

12,000 
5,000 

80,000 
25,000 

10,000 
250,000 

3,000 
USS 520.000 

278. A compromise solution would be for UNDP to select either scenario (i) or (ii), and at the 
same time for the Government to request the support of bilateral assistance from France, or Japan 
or UK to cover inputs related to BL 11, and 30. 
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In--depth Evaluatioo 

DP/VIE/80/030 

Pilot Plant for Scientific Gla:» Products 

I. BACKGROOND 

Project 

'1he developnent oojective of the project is to meet the cJcmestic 
demarrl for scientific glassware in terms of quality, quantity, range of 
articles, price arrl delivery tiJDe in order to enhaoc:e the operaticn of the 
sectors of plblic health, edlx::aticn an:l research where laboratory glassware 
am other scientific glass CD'lStii:Ites me of the essential i.nplts. 

'1he prd>lem ackiressed is the wide discrepaocy oetween deman:i arrl 
SUWlY arrl the inability of Hanoi Glass Works to satisfy JOO:re than a small 
fractioo of the country's need for laboratory glass ware arrl that atl.y at a 
quality level which is totally inadequate for quality scientific laboratory 
w:>rk. 

Si.n::e the original plant of Haooi Glass Works which dates back to 1947 
am still is the atl.y cbnestic nerufacblrer of scientific glassware was found 
to be beyaxi rehabilitatioo an:l definitely canrXJt. be oawerted into a producer 
of hard borosilicate glass, the project design was tased on the establishment 
of a new pilot plant designed am equiwed to prOOuce am pzcx::ess hard 
borosilicate glass fran its individual raw neterial cx:xup:nents. '1he strategy 
adopted was to use this plant equiR>£!d primarily with UNDP financed equipnent 
for develcpoent of the qJtinDn t:edloology for local borosilicate glass 
manufacture am to train local perscanel in all aspects of this demarrlin:J 
manufacturing technology in preparation "'or the establi.shnsl't of a full-scale 
prodtx::tion plant. 

'!he project which was initiated urrJer preparatory assistance in 1984 
was finally approved in Mardi 1988 an:l the pzocess of detailed equipnent 
specification, procureoont, delivery an:i installaticr initiated. 'lhe order 
for a 2 tp1 all electric furnace was placed in DeoesdJeI 1988 aJ¥i other 
equipnent items were ordered at SJlC"XYSSive later dates detennined by (a) the 
time such equi~ was required in Hami governerl by the delivery ani 
erection sc:hedu.le of the furnace arxi (b) the availability of furm. 

In 1990 the project experienced a certain deJJy due to the rlP.ed to 
carry out a sutstantial rehabilitation arxi ~ of the civil 
engineering structure - especially floors an:i foondatiais, ani at the time of 
fornula~ these tenns'"1:>f-reference the start-up of furnace an:i overall plant 
operation is scheduled for seard quarter 1991. 

EValuation 

'!he project has a total UNDP b.xiget of US$ 2,494,577 arxi is therefore 
acx:x>rdin;J to the established UNDP criteria (P.R4 section 30608) required to be 
subject to an in-depth evaluation. 
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ruri.ng the Tripartite Review Meeting held in February 1990 it was 
agreed t:Tf all the parties cca:emErl to undertake this evaluation in order to 
assess the overall achievements of the project am to ~ possible c::harx,JeS 
in the project. 

Since the operational pilot plant it.self will represent the nost 
tarqible achievement of the project, at least at this stage, it has been 
agreed to carry out the in-depth evaluation only after the start-up of the 
furnace arrl other related equipuent of the primary forming section of the 
pilot plant. 

II. SCDPE, PlilUa>E AND MEIHDS OF 'lHE EVAI.l1ATI00 

In ac:x:x:>rdance with the provisions of the UNDP Policies am .Procedures 
Manual (PFM), the primary ?lI'p)SeS of the in-depth evaluation are as follows: 

(a) To assess the achievE!'ISlts of the project against its objectives 
anl expected outpits, incllXi:im a re-examination of the project 
design; 

(b) 'lb identify arrl assess the factors that have facilitated the 
achievenelt.c; of the project's objectives, as well as toose factors 
that have ~ the fulfilment of toose objectives; 

As part of the al::ove--nentioned tasks, the mission will also review 
whether the awroach utilized in the project has led to opt.i:num results, or 
whether another awroach could have ilr{.roved the results. '!his will include a 
review of the foll~ing~ 

l. SUitabili ty of the technology cq:plied am in particular of the 
specific furnace design selected and illplellelted, beari.ng in mi.00 the pilot 
nature of the plant am the declared oojective of achieving a production of 
hard oorosilicate glass of int:ernatialal. quality; 

2. Actual perfo:rmaoc:e {qualitative and quantitative) of the furnace 
a."'Xi related equiprent as doo.unented duri.ng the aa:ept:an::e trials; 

3. SUitabili ty of the berdl wo~ section in consideration of its 
dual function, servi.ng OOth ~ am production requireJtelts; 

4. Relevance of the overall pilot plant design arxi its operational 
capabilities to the national needs for scientific glassware; 

5. Relations established with users of scientific glassware in the 
rountry to inprove the quality services which the project may provide them; 

6. Per.L.Jrmance of all parties ron=erned (Central Government, People's 
carmittee of Haooi, Haooi Glass Wx"ks, UNDP arxi UNIOO) duri.ng the course of 
establishing an:i running in of the pilot plant with particular attention to: 

- quality of the inpits an:i services; 
- timeliness of the inputs and services; 
- cost of the inp.Jts arrl services; 
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7. Reasons for delays an::l cost increases experierred am their 
.i.Jrplications for the project; 

8. Prospects of achieving financial self-sufficiency in the operation 
of the pilot plant within the lifespan of the project; 

9. :EOOsible future inplications of the close link.age between Hanoi 
Glass works an::l the People's C'.alm.i.ttee of Han:>i. 

In view of the fact that the production of marketable items by the 
pilot plant will only terely have started at the ti.Joo of the evaluation, the 
mission should also revei.w to whidl extent its operation, inchrling 
production, plannin;J arrl choice of prcxluct rcuqe, stotld be guided by other 
organizatiais with interest in ensuring an adequate suwlY of scientific glass 
ware, in:ll.Xtin} repair or salvaging of broken items, arrl how the integration 
of these organizations into the medium arrl lorxJ-term managanent of the plant 
can be achieved. 

\<hi.le a thorou;Jh review of the past is in itself very illpxtant, the 
in-depth evaluation is expected to lead also to detailed SUC}geSti.ons of the 
remai..rri.D;J part of the project arrl for further assistarx:e to the sector of 
scientific gl~ arrl to the Vietnamese glass sector in general, in:llkii.R;J 
also other users of the cowrt:ry's nc:n-metallic mineral resrurc:es. 

III. cx:MroSITIOO OF 'IHE Mis.5100 

- One representative of UNDP; 
- One representative of the Goverrunent of Vietnam; 
- One representative of UNIOO. 

'lhese representatives should oot have been directly involved in the 
designing awraisal or ~lementation of the project. 

'IV. <mSUI.TAT!OOS IN '!HE Fn;rn 

'!he mission will maintain close liaison with the resident 
representative of UNDP in Vietnam, the u:n:ierned goveuu1e11t oryanizations, 
local UNIOO staff, arxi the project's national an:i international staff. 

'Ille mission is also expected to visit other selected manufacturers of 
scientific glassware (soda lime glass arrl soft tx>r.osilicate glass) in Vietnam, 
the catplny for SCientif ic Technical Materials whidl is responsible for 
procurement arrl distril:ution of inter alia scientific Glassware and a nunt>er 
of representatives end-users of such glassware inch.ding universities, 
research institution, hospitals arxi scb:xlls. A visit to the University of 
Haroi with whidl tile project has established a close exx>peration is also 
expected. 

Alt.OOugh the mission sh:Juld feel free to discuss with the authorities 
oorioet1m all matters relevant to its assigia1e11t, it is not authorized to make 
arry OOl'lllri. tment on behalf of UNDP or UNIOO. 
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V. TIMEI'ABLE AND RfRRI' OF 1HE MIS!Iaf 

In so far as required, the lH)P am lfiIOO representatives will receive 
briefi.rq;; at their respective Headquarters. Upcn arrival in HaD:>i the mission 
will be briefed bf the resident representative of UNDP, who will also provide 
the lY'CPSSary substantive am administrative 5URJ0rt. 'Ihe mission will 
atterpt. to ~lete its wrk within fran two to three weeks st.arti.n:J in HaD:>i 
on a date to be determined depen::lirg on the time of plant cxmn.issioning. Upxl 
~letion of its wrk, it will be debriefed bf the resident representative of 
UNDP. At the errl of the mission, the resident representative of UNDP will 
organize a meetir.g involvin} senior government: officials at whidl the mission 
will present its initial fi..rrl.iBJs, ~lusions am reccmneOOations, am be 
ready to discuss these. Finally the UNDP am the UNIOO representatives will 
be debriefed at UNIOO Headquarters - anl, if required, at UNDP Headquarters as 
well. 

'!he mission will ~lete its report in draft in HaD:>i, in acx:mdarn:? 
with the attached guidelines. It will leave a o::Jf!f of the draft with the 
resident repre$entative. 

'!he final version of the report will be subnitted s.i.nulataneoosly to 
UNDP arxi llNIOO Headquarters (3 copies each) am to the resident representative 
of UNDP (10 copies). '!he latter will be respaisible for the fonnal subnis.sion 
of the report in 6 copies to the Government. 
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LIST OF PERSONS MET 

Ms. Tran Thi Thuan, National Project Director HSGW 
Mr. Nguyen Ngoc Chau, Vice Director, Chief Engineer 
Ms. Nguyen Hong Nga. Electrical Engineer 
Mr. Nguyen Phuang Dong, Mechanical Engineer 
Mr. Dinh Huu Hung, Forming Worker 
Mr. Nguyen Van Thanh, National Expert 

State Plannini Committee 

Dr. Phan Thu Huong, Vice-Director 
Ms. Thoa, Expert 

Ministry of Heavy Industry 

Ms. Nguyen Thi Thanh Binh, Technical Expert, (Evaluation team member) 

Ministn of Foreirn A (fairs 

Mr. Phan Hong Nga 

Ministry of Finance 

Ms. Pham Thi Lien 

Peoole's Committee of Hanoi City 

Prof. Nguyen Ngoc Le, Vice-Chairman 

Hanoi Department for Foreirn Economic Relations 

Mr. Long 

Hanoi lntiustriq/ Development De.partmem 

Mr. Nguyen Dong Ty 

Yamuuchi Medical lnstrume.nts. Osqka 

Mr. Yoshitomo Fujiki, Manager (Customer of HSGW) 

Mr. Michael Gautier, Senior Deputy Resident Representative 

UN/DO 

Mr. Niels Biering, Senior Industrial Development Officer (Backstopping Officer) 
Mr. Preben Hjortlund, Field Officer, Officer-in-Charge of UNIDO Office, Hanoi 
Mr. Nguyen Khac Tiep, National Programme Officer 
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